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NEW IDEAS IN DANCE AMERICAN RECORD COMPANY'S

BAND U.S. Tunesmiths Launch TRIBUTE TO

RADIO their own Band "Hits, Inc." AMBROSE AND

Geraldo Leads Way
Q

HARRY ROY
ANEW departure in British -dance

music occurred on the Forces
wavelength last night (Thursday),
when Geraldo's Chorus was featured
in his " Dancing Through" pro-
gramme at 7.40 p.m.
This is none other than ,Rudolph

Dunbar's Negro Choir, details of which
were given in last week's issue of the
MELODY MAKER.

The inclusion of choirs in dance -
music programmes has for some time
past been a most popular feature of
American radio programmes.

This, however, was the first time that
anything of the kind had been
attempted in this country, and it has
been left to. Geraldo, responsible for so
many new- ideas in British radio, to
adopt it.

SWING SEPTETTE
Typical of his flair for the unusual

is the inauguration of a Swing Sep-
tette from within the band. It broad-
cast this week for the first time, and
is to be heard again on Sunday (19th)
from 12.30 to 1 p.m.
The line-up consists of Geoffrey

Cilbert (Elite) Ceor: Evans '.7ten"or),
Ha try Hayes (clarinet). Ivor Mairants
(electric guitar and arranger). Sid
Bright (piano), Don Stuteley (bass), and
Jackie Hunter (drums).

After eleven weeks of broadcasting,
there is no doubt about it that Geraldo,
thanks to bright ideas and terrific effi-
ciency, is putting over exactly the sort
of entertaining musical programmes the
British public needs at this time.

Always out to improve his star-
studded band, he has engaged trombon-
ist Ted Heath to join the combination
next week, and this week captured
Ronnie Priest on second trumpet-a
young player whose talent has often
been eulogised in the "M.M."

In addition to the seven boys men-
tioned in the Septette, and his two new-
comers, the rest of his line-up includes
Alfie Noakes (first trumpet), Joe Ferrie
(trumpet and trombone), George Rowe
(second trombone), George Pallat
(second alto), Aubrey Franks (second
tenor), and Dorothy Carless and Len
Camber (vocalists).

MAY FAIR BOOM
TYPICAL of the West End's anti -

blitz attitude is the boom at the May
Fair Hotel, where Jack Jackson and his
Band have been installed since October.

In addition to the resumption of
cabaret entertainment, it has now
been found necessary to open up the
back part of the restaurant in order
to cope with the number of patrons.
The only difference that the blitz has

made is that Jack is frequently to be
seen on the roof in a tin hat, coping
with incendiaries.

During a recent night's blitz,
drummer Maurice Burman was called
off the stand in order to officiate in his
capacity as a Home Guard.

In addition to their work at the May
- Fair, Jack Jackson and his Band have

been doing a great deal of work for the
War Savings Committee.

Little change has taken place in the
line-up of the band since its opening.
Cyril Grantham is now. in the Royal
Navy, and his place as vocalist has been
taken over by Bert Soar.'

A temporary change is that of George
Swift, deputising for George Radcliffe,
who is in hospital owing to a leg injury.

.OMIETHING NEW AND
k- !UNIQUE IN THE WAY OF
DANCE BANDS HAS  BEEN
LAUNCHED IN " HITS INCOR-
PORATED," WHICH LEFT NEW
YORK FOR ITS FIRST THEATRE
DATE IN PENNSYLVANIA.
" Hits Incorporated " is the name

that has been given to the Song-
writers' Band, a strange assortment of
folks most of whom are familiar to the
public as creators of at letikt one world-'
renowned song hit.

LINE-UP
The idea of getting a group of this

kind together as a stunt proved diffi-
cult at first. Many of the band had
not been active as musicians for
months, or even years. Most of them
had to rejoin the Union. -

Van Alexander (A Tisket A Tasket),
wim has been working only spasmodic-
ally with hiS own band, helped to get
the group together and supervised the
early rehearsals, but the direction has
now passed into the hands of Al Lewis,
writer of No, No, A Thousand Times
No, Blueberry Hill, and hiller hits, who
acts as vocalist and manager.

Singing and compering with the bald
wee , bliptideasi(

favourite also welt known fa- his A t K
in pictures. Vie instrumentalists, are
as follows :-

Al Hoffman (4uf Wiedersehen, I Saw
Stars, and many hits written in
England for Jessie Matthews), alto;
Guy Wood (After All), alto; Manny
Thaylor, alto; Buddy Kay (Shades of

CASSELL GERRARD

HURT IN BLITZ

SO FELIX KEEPS

ON TALKING!
jEl:TERING, on Sunday last, saw

the first stage appearance of Felix
Mendelssohn and his Hawaiian Sere-
naders from the Café de Paris, W.

The band signalised the occasion by
bringing in terrific business, topping by
a large margin several of the top -line
swing bands that have played this
popular date.

The occasion was also marked by the
first appearance of Felix himself front-
ing the band and compering the
performance.

This was due to the fact that Leon
Cassell Gerrard, who was to have
compered, had injured his leg the
previous night while tackling in-
cendiary bombs in the West End.
Many more Sunday concerts are being

lined up for the Serenaders, Luton on
February 16 being already fixed.

Furthermore, the Café de Paris has
renewed its option on the band, which
now alternates with Ken Johnson's
West Indians at tea dances and during
evening dancing. Columbia have also
renewed their contract with the band.

Mr. Gerrard informs the MELODY
MAKER that he is on the look -out for a
really good feminine ballad singer, and
also a good tenor vocalist, who should
contact him at Anglo-American
Artistes, Ltd., 32, St. James's Street,
London, S.W.1.

Twilight), tenor; Jimmy Mundy (So Far
So Good, Springtime in the Rockies),
tenor; Irving Gordon (What Will I Tell
My Heart), violin; Arthur Altman
(Play Fiddle Play), violin; Walter Kent
(Love Is Like A Cigarette, Apple
Blossoms And Chapel Bells, Mama I
Wanna Make Rhythm), alto, violin,
piano and vocals.

The brass and rhythm sections con-
sist of Ed Farley (The Music Goes
Round), trumpet; Don Jacoby, trumpet;
Buck Scott, trombone; Eddie Edwards
(Clarinet Marmalade and -other hits he
wrote as a member of the Original
Dixieland Jazz Band), trombone; Vin-
cent Rose (Avalon), piano; Larry Stock
(The Umbrella Man), second piano;
Irving Cutler, drums; Slam (Flat Foot
Floogee), bass.

MIXED -COLOUR

The presence of Slam and Jimmy
Mundy makes the venture even more
unusual in its mixed -colour angle.

Mundy was associated in an unhappy
band venture of his own a year ago, and
had confined his activities since then
to arranging for several leading bands.
Slam recently emerged from a short-
lived reunion with Slim, and has also
been working a few )dates with Van

strange see him alongside of
grey-haired Eddie Edwards and bald
Vincent Rose, knocking out waltzes and
ancient ballads.

The band's performance consists
mainly of a series of choruses each
featuring the composer doing one of
his own biggest tunes. The inclusion of
two or three swing men results in an
occasional moment of interest for the
hot fans.

THE American Decca Company's
tribute to Ambrose, in the form of

an album of 'his best recordings of
rumbas, tangos and paso doubles, is
scheduled for release in the States in
a couple of weeks. Ambrose is still
a consistently - big seller on the
American lists (writes Leonard
Feather from New York).
The twelve sides in this album,

collectively described as " A Latin from
Mayfair," will include four pieces by
Reg Howard ("Don Marzedo "), for-
merly of the Irwin Dash London office.

Decca also plans an album called
" Piano Madness," featuring Harry.
Roy, another of the few British record-
ing stars who continue to impress the
U.S. jitterbugs.

D EG EVANS, the popular exploita-
tion manager of the Noel Gay

Music Company, is now in the R.A.F.,
and his many friends who will want to
write him on hearing this news should
do so care of the Noel Gay office.

Ted Morgan has taken over the
exploitation reins and will undoubtedly
continue the good work of his prede-
cessor.

THE many friends and admirers of'
Alan Breeze, Billy Cotton's

vocalist, will be pleased to hear that
he has just become the father of a
baby girl.
With Billy and his Band, Daddy Alan

will be at the Hippodrome, Aldershot,
next week, and will spend the following
week broadcasting.

THE WALTZ BEAUTIFUL

SAY THAT YOU CARE
FOR ME

THE LATEST AMERICAN SUCCESS

YOU SET MY HEART
TO MUSIC

THE NOVELTY OF THE YEAR

HAWAIIAN WAR CHANT
TA-HU-WA-HU-WAI

SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT BY SPUD MURPHY

DANCE SETS OF THE ABOVE THREE NUMBERS 3/- POST FREE
KEITH PROWSE & Co. Ltd., 42-43, Poland Street, LONDON, W.1
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DANCE BAND PLAYS IN
GLASGOW CHURCH FOR
SERVICE

IT might be a long time before we
-I hear dance bands playing in our
churches as a matter of course, but
there has been at leaSt, one pleasing
innovation adopted in Glasgow, John
McArthur and his Orchestra being
featured in a city church during the
Sunday service.
John McArthur is the well-known

violinist who has held the resident job
at Copland's Restaurant for some years,
and his Quintette is a favourite with
radio listeners.

In the halyon days he had a gig
connection to be envied, many of his
dates being lucrative out-of-town ones
which have since gone we know not
where.

Another Glasgow church is having
Sunday entertainment for the Forces,
local vocalists and variety artists being
on the bill.

GLASGOW NEWS
The Locarno had some " attractions "

on view last week-fourteen of them,
in fact, these being Gloria Gaye and
her all -ladies dance Band.

This is the first time a ladies' outfit
has appeared in a Glasgow palais since
1926 or so, when Gertle Desmond, wife
of Teddy Desmond, the one-time
Dennistoun M.D., had a snappy four-
piecer at the old Ritz. Mecca, of
course, had Peggy Poulton as band-
leader at the Locarno not so long ago.

Down at F. and F. Ballroom in
Partick, George McCallum's two bands
are still providing snappy, non-stop
entertainment for the patrons, George
still'being able to keep up a high stan-
dard despite war difficulties.

During the holiday period, when busi-
ness was even brisker than usual.
George's main band augmented with
the smaller group. the Weston Players,
for the last hour of the session, pro-
viding a real " American- size " brass
section.

Bobbie Leitch, who has been on piano
at the Berkeley since Joe Gibson's time,
has now finished up. and news is to
hand that his place is being filled by
Tommy Bummer, who left the Play-
house recently and had a brief spell at
Dennistoun Palais.

BILLY PLONKIT-
FIRE-WATCHER

BILLY "Don't forget, fellers, one eye on our dots and one on incendiaries.
They're going to give us an extra ninepence on our fee for every one we
put out."

RHYTHM CLUB NEWS
No. 41. The Leeds Rhythm Club opened the

New Year with a meeting on January 9, when
Les Thorpe gave a record recital illustrating
the work of Coleman Hawkins, whom many
remembered taking the stand in the actual
place where these meetings are now held. The
Jam Session included Northern bandleader
Johnnie Addlestone on piano, Les Cornick
(bass), Les Thorpe (accordion), and two of
Barry Rockitt's radio band on drums and
trumpet. Meetings are held every Thursday at
7.30 p.m.

No. 150. Last week's meeting of the Ilford
Rhythm Club included a miscellaneous record
recital, a Riddle -Rhythm competition, and a
recital by Jack Surridge entitled " New York
After Midnight." Meetings are held every
Sunday at 3 p.m. at the May Fair Cafe, 96,
Cranbrook Road, Ilford. and full information
may be had from -the Secretary, Jack Surridge,
133, Katherine Road, East Ham, E.6.

No. 162.-The next meeting of the High
Wycombe Rhythm Club will be on Sunday,
January 19. at 7 p.m., at the White Hart Hotel.
Guest recitalist will be Bill Elliott, who will
present some Commodore and Blue Note
waxings. There will be .two Jam. Sessions:
one by the Club- Quintet. end the other featur-
ing George Oliver !alto and clarinet), Les
Wilson (baritone,, Ron Meachin (piano),
Maurice Goodheart (guitar), Bobbie Lord
(bass), and Ron Clark (drums).

NOEL GAY ORCHESTRAL CLUB
Top-And Stays Top !

ALL OVER
THE PLACE

Backed With Another Hit Song

WHOSE LITTLE WHAT'S -IT
Already In Great Demand

OH, BUDDY! I'M IN LOVE- and-
OH, WHAT A WONDERFUL NIGHT

WE'VE HAD TO -NIGHT

Make certain. of getting the Noel Gay Cavalcade of Hits,
and fill in Coupon below to -day.

24 HIT SONGS IN 1941

MUSIC COMP4411Y LTD
33 SOHO SQUARE W.I. PHONE:2578 GERRARD (3 LINES)

MON1191141111114.110111116./.1611.110.1111111111111111MMS

I enclose L Comb required Name
For 24 Nos. For 24 Nos.

SMALL ARCO. - 16/- PIANO COND. - 6/- Address ...FULL - 21/- EXTRA - - 3/-
X TRIO - - 1016 PIANO SOLO - 8/6

DOUBLE - - 216 SINGLE - - 2/- 1.4 M.18/114,
1/111111111MNIMBOMNIMMIN

DRUM DOPE
No. 21

CONTINUING about how to improve
your reading, if the exercise given

you in the Dope a fortnight ago is still
too hard to get your sticks round (and
there's no disgrace if it is-we all have
to start some time). then the only
thing to do is to break it up into very
small beats and count them out slowly.

For instance, a rhythm like this:

could be written out like this:

'cif 

AO' 1.,
a 4 4

1 11 11 Ilk 4f 44,1f Yv I

R. S. R.8.11. a. . R.
(R = Rest; B = Beat.)

then all you have to do is to count out
8 beats, play a beat where one is indi-
cated, and rest where there isn't one.

Go as slowly as you like. Then, once
you have got the rhythm in your head,
speed it tip.

Very soon you will be able to play it
counting four beats. Finally. it will
come quite easily by counting merely
two beats to the bar.

The secret of getting it right is to
change the counting, but not the speed,
at each change -over.

That is, count a slow eight-speed up
to as fast as you can go in eights-
then change to fours, keeping the tempo
of the bar the same (i.e., don't speed
up the beating). Then speed up slowly
whilst counting four-then, without
changing the speed of the beats, change
to counting twos.

This is a cast-iron method of sorting
out tricky beats. If there are a lot
of semiquavers scattered all over the
bar, you can divide the bar up into
sixteenths, then speed up to eights,
then fours, then twos.

Watch your ties very carefully, how-
ever, if you divide up as much as this-
you . will be sorely tempted to play the
held over notes instead of letting them
" sustain."

The only snag about this dividing up
method is triplet figures, which, because
they are in " three " metre against
" four rhythm, won't divide up satis-
factorily.

These will be dealt with next week.

SCOTS R.A.F. BAND
STATIONED with the R.A.F. in Scot-

land, Cpl. Margilis writes to tell us of
a band which he has formed in his
unit, and which is comprised wholly of
ex -West End musicians.

He himself plays bass, and the others
are: Syd. Wolfson (saxes and clarinet),
Bernard Browning (saxes and fiddle),
Syd Walsh (piano), Dick Slater (drums
and accordion).

They play quite a lot in the camp,
and are also able to fulfil gigs.

Notts News

BANDS HAD

BEEN CALLED -UP

SO PROMOTER

FORMED HIS OWN
S was only to be expected in what
is so essentially a young business,

the calls of national service unon rank -
and -file musicians have been so intense
that, nowadays, it would seem that it
is not news to hear who has joined the
Forces, but rather who is still left at
home !

This fact was recently brought home
to Harold Pryce-Davies, manager of the
Futurist Cinema, Nottingham, and the
Byron Cinema, Hucknall.

Before entering upon his present
vocation Harold had several years' con-
nection with the dance business in
managerial posts at the Nottingham
Palais and the Plaza Ballroom, Derby,
and this former experience has given
him a flair for introducing band shows
into his cinemas.

SIX -PIECE

There are few musicians who have
worked in the area who, at one time or
other, have not worked for him, so that
it was nothing new that he should con-.
ceive the idea of putting on a band show
at the Futurist Cinema on one night
each week.

It was only when he commenced look-
ing around for a band that Harold's
troubles began, and it soon became
apparent to him that there was not an
established band left in the town
capable of undertaking, the work.

Nothing daunted, he started out upon
the job of forming his own band but,
even so, it took him fully three weeks
before he eventually lined up Frank
Brown (piano), Joe Orton (drums), Ali
Harris (trumpet), Arch Perkins (alto),
Charlie Lawrence (tenor) and Arthur
Smith (accordion).

SUNSHINE'S SAXES
Harold's persistence and labours have

been amply rewarded, however, and,
compered by Johnny Green, an old
name in the dance and entertainment
business, " Sing Song Night " is going
over big. The rafters at the Futurist
Cinema are sorely taxed every Tuesday
night when the patrons exercise their
voices and lungs in " pop " tunes old and
new.

Undoubtedly this is a long story, but
it amply illustrates the band position
in Nottingham to -day.

Musicians in the resident outfits
come and go with such frequency that,
as one leader remarked, " They just
clock in and then-clock out."

Rube Sunshine, resident at the Vic-
toria Ballroom, has acquired for him-
self a new sax section in Ronnie
Bradley and Percy Williams (altos),
and Ray Pillow (tenor), the first -named
coming from Billy Merrin, and the
latter couple from Wally Dewar. Jack
Dell (drums) is leaving to join the
R.A.F., and Jim BMW, well-known
local percussionist, is taking his place.

Across at the Palais, Les Thorpe is
also having the same experience, and
one of his changes, Julie Rogers (late
of Ivy Benson's Band) on piano, estab-
lishes a landmark in Nottingham's
band history, Julie being the first
" fern " musician who has ever worked
in a resident job in the town.

MERRIN WANTS MEN
Another newcomer is Les Ernest

(alto), who comes from one of the
Morecambe bands, whilst further news
from the Thorpe camp is to the effect
that Roy Copestake, late Henry Hall
trumpet man, and Arthur Jacobson
(guitar), who are stationed somewhere
in the Midlands, are filling in -whenever
their duties permit.

At the time of writing Billy Merrin,
resident at the Plaza Ballroom, Derby,
is busily engaged in trying to enlist
the services of trumpet and alto and
tenor saxes.
If anyone should want a good job

with the prospect of a long contract in
front of him, will he please contact him
at the Music House, Sherwood Street,
Nottingham.
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RED NICHOLS

RED NICHOLS AND HIS
ORCHESTRA.

***Beat Me, Daddy, Eight To A Bar
(Raye, Prince, Sheehy) (V by
Harry Jaeger) (Am. OKeh WCO.
26921) (Recorded June 11, 1940).

***Lowland Blues (Nichols, Jaeger) (V
by Harry Jaeger) (Am. OKeh
WCO.26919) (Recorded June 11,
1940).
(Parlophone R277'7 -3s. 8d.)

Nichols (tpt.), with Con Humphreys,
Henie Bean, Bob Jones, Ray Schultz
(reeds); Douglas Wood, Hilton Brock-
man (tpts.); Al Mastren, Jack Knaus
(tmbs.); Bill Maxted (pno.); Merritt

TRUMPET
TIPS No. 23

yOU have had explained to you the
correct method of getting vibrato

-i.e., with a back and forth rocking
movement of the right hand.

Now for some remarks on what not
to do..

Don't try to get vibrato with the
throat. Some players make a sort of
stuttering noise with their throat, alter-
nately impeding and letting flow the
current of air.

This is very bad indeed, and invari-
ably results in what is called the
" nanny -goat bleat." In no circum-
stances should the flow of air be im-
peded or made anything but even and
smooth.

Another bad habit is to try to get the
vibrato by moving the jaw. Some self-
taught trumpet players, noticing that
sax players get their vibrato that way,
try to adapt the same method to the
trumpet.

It doesn't work, because the method
of tone production is essentially dif7
ferent. With much hard work a vibrato
of sorts can be obtained this way, but
it will always be bad, and pitch, tone,
technique and everything else will
suffer.

A point which worries a lot of young
players is how to keep the hand
vibrato going when the fingers are busy
with rapid passages. The answer is-
Don't.

When the notes are short, vibrato is
not needed and its absence is not
noticeable.

You will find that, after a bit, the hand
movement becomes subconscious and
that automatically the hand starts to
move as soon as it comes to rest, even
for a fraction of a second.

When the fingers are busy moving
up and down (say, in a passage of
quavers), the rocking movement ceases,
and this is quite in order.

The essential points to remember in
vibrato are (1) not too deep, not too
shallow. (2) not too fast, not too slow,
and (3) by hand movement only.

This, like tone, is one of the things
that are best learned by imitation.

Listen to records and broadcasts of
the best players and copy them.

It is the only way to learn, once you
have the principles in your head.

SADISM OR
SWING.

111111111011

EDGAR

JACKSON

REVIEWS THE

LATEST SWING

RECORDS
Lamb (gtar.); Frank Ray (bass); Harry
Jaeger (drums).

WHAT would you think if you
saw on a record label Beat
Me, Daddy-Fox-Trot (8 to

the bar)?
My first thought was Sadism, and

I got ready to work up the necessary
degree of righteous indignation.

CATCHY
But all to no avail. I soon found it

was just my nasty mind again. The
title turned, out to be no more than
Parlophone's way of saying Beat Me,
Daddy, Eight To A Bar-a tune which.
if you don't know it already from your
radib, you soon will.

As a popular song this one has its
more laudable aspects. It is not only
an amusing and catchy bit of work, put
if only because it so obviously shrieks
for 8 -in -the -bar rhythm that even the
most , " commercial " bandleaders will
hardly be able to descend to playing it
otherwise, it is likely to popularise this
rhythm. ,

Which is a step in the right direction.
Eight -in -the -bar is the stepping -stone to
boogie woogie.

Red Nichols actually plays most of
the opus in boogie woogie rhythm, and,
taking into consideration the fact that
this, after all, is first and foremost a
Tin Pan Alley product, makes quite a
good job of it.

T.-ESQUE
Honours for quality as well as quan-

tity go to pianist Bill Maxted and Harry
Jaeger for his almost Teagardenesque
singing, and the band generally acquits
itself welL

The coupling is even better. Low-
land Blues has the right slant in both
its words and music. Jaeger again
sings well, the Teagarden pattern is
again reflected in a good trombone
solo, and the band as a whole not only
has more to do, but does it very satis-
factorily.

It looks as though Mr. Nichols may
be on the road to becoming once more
as outstanding a personality in jazz as
he was a dozen years ago. And why
not?

T0 revert to the sadistic saga 'that
isn't, it is available also on the

following disc : -
ANDREWS SISTERS.

**Beat Me, Daddy, Eight Td A Bar
(Raye, Prince, Sheehy) (Am.
Decca 68020) (Recorded August 3,
1940).

**Ferryboat Serenade (Di Lazzaro,
Adamson) (Am. Decca DLA.2055)
(Recorded July 15, 1940).
(Brunswick 03082-3s. 8d.)

-and once again the boogie woogie
rhythm for which the number calls
(vide lyric) is made a feature of a side
in which both the Andrews Sisters and
Vic Schoen's Band do nothing to be-
little their reputations. "

They are also well up to form in the
commercial hit, Ferryboat Serenade,

LEW STONE AND HIS
STONECRACKERS.

***Basin Street Blues (S. Williams) (V
by Dave Wilkins) (Decca DR.

5112) (Recorded November 15,
1940).

**Loveless Love (V by Frenchie Sartell)
(Handy) (Decca DR.5114) (Re-
corded November 15, 1940).
(Decca F.7685 -2s. 5Ad.)

Stone directing Joe Crossman (alto,
clart.); Jim Easton (alto); Don Barrigo
(tenor); Dave Wilkins, Frenchie Sartell
(tpts.); Jack Penn (pno.); Sidney
Jacobsen (gtar.); Tom Bromley (bass);
Jock Jacobsen (drums).

LTHOUGH there are moments
L' -which might be- better-e.g., the
vocal refrains (quite superfluous, any-
way), and Joe Crossman's sometimes
rather milk -and -watery clarinet-these
records take their place among the local
lads' better efforts at better jazz.

PENN'S PIANO
I have heard Don Barrigo play better

tenor than he does in Loveless Love,
but Jack Penn's piano is a high spot of
a side which, after a rather mediocre
first half, bucks up after the vocal
refrain.

The slower Basin Street Blues is, how-
ever, the better side. It not only has
more atmosphere, but gets it right from
the start in the rich -toned trumpet solo
and its' convincing accompaniment.

The accompaniment to the following
vocal is also good. Don Barrigo's tenor
chorus, which comes next, is a decided

improvement on hit solo in Loveless
Love, and there's a nice all -in led by
the trumpet at the end.

Sidney Jacobsen is Jock Jacobsen's
young brother. He won the guitarist's
prize at the " M.M." Swing Band Con-
test at the Covent Garden Opera HOUP.e
last year. Watch this lads Unless 'I'm
mistaken, he is destined 'to make a name
for himself.

ELLA FITZGERALD AND HER
ORCHESTRA.

'I Fell In Love With A Dream "(Fitz-
gerald, Skye, Goldsmith) (V)
(Am. Decca, 67706) (Recorded
May 9, 1940).

*Shake Down The Stars (Van Heusen,
De Lange) (V) (Am. Decca 67700)
(Recorded May 9, 1940).
(Brunswick 03083-3s. 8d.)

Ella Fitzgerald (vocalist) with
Chauncey Haughton, Peter Frank
Clarke (altos); Lonnie Simmons, Theo
McRae (tenors); Richard Vance, Irving
Randolph, Taft Jordan (tpts.); James
Aichey, Floyd Brady, John McConnell
(trmbs.); Tom Fulford (pno.); John
Truehart (gtar.); Beverly Peer (bass);
William Beason (drums).
-ULLA has captured everything that
-1-4goes to make a popular star-the
polished technique, the suave manner-
ism, and the polite sentiment.

But I'm afraid that, after all, it is no
more than the case of a star having
shaken itself down.

\M

F D's
ORCHESTRAL CLUB

FIRST PARCEL
CONTAINS

SIERRA SUE
THE BREEZE AND I :: AUTUMN SERENADE

MOON FOR SALE

OUR LOVE AFFAIR
DOWN BY THE 0 -HI -0

PF TEARS COULIL.pING YOU BACK

CALL OF THE CANYON :: LOVE LIES
I CAN'T LOVE YOU ANY MORE

I'M NOBODY'S BABY
You 30 ORCHESTRATIONS FOR 18/..GET

FRANCIS, DAY & HUNTER, LTD.
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66 CONNOISSEUR " takes up

The VENUTI P LEM
set by Charles H. Wareing last week

CHARLES- WAREING has cer-
tainly started something with his
request for definite information

'concerning the musicians gathered
together by Joe Venuti for his
orchestral sessions on OKeh, but I
very much doubt whether any such
information will be forthcoming.

Mr. Wareing has made an important
point concerning the restrictions im-
posed by Whiteman, and the fact that
none of Whiteman's men could have
appeared on the records Under discus-
sion makes Charles Delaunay's refer-
ence to " members of Paul Whiteman's
Orchestra" look somewhat ridiculous.

Any idea which I might have had to
turn this Venuti problem into another
of our provocative "Bix v. Secrest "
arguments must of necessity be ruled
out, for in all but a few trifling de-
tails I am in entire agreement with
what Mr. Wareing says.

STRING -DUO
Being of an habitually (I might say,

notorinusly!) argumentative turn of
mind, this comes as a disappointment.

However, I feel that I can amplify
Wareing's statements to a certain ex-
tent, and I would begin by drawing
attention to the fact that Venuti and
Lang actually joined Whiteman in
1927 (not, as stated by your contri-
butor, in 1929).

But this famous string duo remained
with Paul for only a month on this
occasion, so that for the present dis-
cussion Mr. Wareing's statement may
well be regarded as correct.

I mention it merely as a point of
interest, for it has no bearing on the
fact that during the time these records
were made (1928 and early '29) Venuti
was not employed -by the " King of
Jazz "-and that the musicians which
he selected for these sessions must
therefore have come from another
source.

This, as explained last week, was due
to Whiteman's contract restrictions.
but I must challenge Mr. Wareing
here, and point. out that these restric-
tions could not always have remained
in force-for in later years we find
Tram and the Teagarden brothers
making records in company with Good-
man, Freeman, Reardon, Tatum, etc.,
and I need hardly draw attention to
the fact that these gentlemen have at
no time in their chequered ckreers
been members of the portly Paul's
orchestra.

We are thus forced to assume that
Whiteman eventually relaxed the
rather unfair stipulation that his men
could only record with other members
of the Whiteman brigade.

PERSONNELS
Mr. Wareing fills the greater part of

his admirable article with the names of
musicians who caledn't have played on
these Venuti sessions, so with this in
mind I propose to list the probable
personnels for each of the ten sessions
now under discussion.

First comes I Must be Dreaming/
Tain't So (matrix Nos. 400706/7), and
we are at once 'faced with the -mys--
terious trumpet player whom Charles
Delaunay erroneously states to be
Sylvester Ahola.

Wareing points out that this musician
(together with Bob Davis) was in Eng-
land at the time, so we can rule him
right out! He also draws attention to
the similarity between the Venuti per-
sonnel as listed by "Needlepoint " at
the time of issue, and. that of the con-
current Dorsey brothers' outfit.

Here, I think, lies an important
point, for the general atmosphere of
these two sets of records is very mach
alike, and the lead trumpet would
therefore seem almost certainly to be

- Leo McConville.
Others.present include Tom Dorsey,

Arnold Brilhart. Joe Tarto, Chauncey
Morehouse, Smith Ballew and, of
course, Joe and Eddie.

Next comes Because My Baby/Just
Like a Melody (400767/8), and the per-
sonnel here would appear to be much
the same. Brilhart takes a straight
alto solo, and Fud Livingston comes in

to give us two short but typical pas-
sages on his always incomparable
tenor sax.

On none of Venuti's records does
Jack Pettis appear, and it is, I am
afraid, only too typical of Delaunay
that he should in every case confuse
Pettis with Livingston-in the same
way as he mistakes Jimmy Dorsey for
Bobby Davis. Incidentally, Howdy
Quicksell is present, as well as Ed
Lang.

The next coupling is Pickin' Cotton,/
Crest of a Wave (400884/5), and with
the substitution of McConville for
Klein and Ballew for Lambert the per-
sonnel as listed by "Needlepoint " (in
the " M.M." of May, 1929) seems to be
quite correct-i.e., Venuti (violin),
Dorsey, Brilhart and Livingston
(saxes), Klein and Farrar (tmpts),
Butterfield (trom), Lang, Tarto, More-
house and Signorelli (rhythm), and
Scrappy Lambert (vocal).

The fourth session produced Doin'
Things / Must Have That Man
(401193 / 4)-only the second title
having been issued here.

Again we find little change in the
line-up, but Fud is unfortunately
absent, and such reed honours as there
are go to Jim Dorsey for a rather un-
usual clarinet solo.

Hoagy Carmichael gives us a scat
chorus on Must Have which has
seldom, if ever, been equalled. Several
notes are purposely off-key, and with
pluperfect phrasing and an indescrib-
able " tone " we get a chorus i_-:finitely
preferable to most instrumental solos
on these Venuti discs.

Presumably Hoagy is. also on piano,
and Joe Tarto gives the whole per-
formance a real Dorsey Bros. atmo-
sphere.

The next coupling-Good Old Sunny
South/Weary River (401584! 5)-bears
an even more striking resemblance to
the Dorsey discs, and is, in fact, a
mere four matrix numbers removed
from a record by Milt Shaw's Orches-
tra of Precious Little Thing, which was
actually released over here as being by
the Dorseys.

PRE-WHITEMAN JOE
"Needlepoint " says he thinks the

personnel is as follows: Venuti, the
Dorseys, Crossan, Evans, Farrar,
McConville, Lang, Schutt, Morehouse
and Tarto. Subtract Morehouse, add
Manny Klein, Stan King arid Smith
Ballew-and there you have it.

Then comes Seventh Heaven/Little
Pal (401846/7-note correction on " Hot
Discography " numbers).

Again we turn to " Needlepoint "
for suggestions, and we find that he
has by now realised that King re-
places Morehouse. There is also a
second fiddle (Joe Raymond ?), and
Fud is back on that incandescent tenor
of his. Otherwise the personnel is the
same.

With this coupling comes the end of
Venuti's pre -Whiteman records, and as
a result of this we find the cumber-
some line-up used for Chant of
the Jungle / Wonderful Something
(403071/2) as given in Discography.
' But Joe and Eddie 'made only one
other record under Venuti's name
during their sojourn with the King of
Jazz, this being the Blue Four's
Runnin' Ragged / Apple Blossoms
(403078/9), and as soon as they had
severed their connection with Paul
they roped in Adrian Rollini for a real
return to the old days with Raggin'
the Scale/Put and Take (404005/6).

Incidentally, Delaunay states that
Izzy Riskin was on piano here, but
Riskin tells me that on no occasion
did he record with Venuti.

In the next pair-Promises/Dancing
with Tears (404032/3)=we find no less
a personage than Jack Teagarden, but
" Hot Discography " is incorrect in list-
ing Jimmy Dorsey-the clarinet here
being Izzy Friedman (who also, of
course, had by that time left White-
man).

Hayton, Lang, Leibrook and King
form the rhythm section, and the
corny tenor man is, I need hardly
point out, not Dr. Livingston. Ballew
is back as vocalist.

Of It Seems to be Spring/Beware of

Love I have, unfortunately, no details
whatever, and I am almost beginning
to doubt its very existence! It
appears, however, to have been issued
concurrently with Promises.

Last of the OKeh. Venuti orchestral
discs was Only Human / Out of Breath
(404431/2-the first side composed by
George Gershwin and the second by
Johnny Mercer. These are very
" arranged " performances-with even
a few embryo -riffs.

DORSEYS
The Dorsey boys are there (Jimmy

especially typical), together with
Venuti, Lang, Seacrest, Schutt, Ballew,
etc., but the record is not really out-
standing, and is, in fact, less' success-
ful than several sides issued by
Parlophone as by the New York
Syncopators.

This is really a Venuti group (Klein,
Margolis, the Dorseys, Cornell, Hay -
ton, King, Ballew, Joe and Eddie), and
were recorded shortly after Out of
Breath. Cheerful Little Earful (404555)
is excellent, with Little Things in Life
(404558) rather less spirited. They
were issued on R.857 and 874 respec-
tively, but are long since cut.

With half a dozen Blue Four sides,
Venuti's activities in the famous old
OKeh studios came to an end, and,
whilst there is certainly much doubt
regarding the musicians whom he used
from time to time, there is no question
as to the merit of these exceptionally
polished performances.

Our thanks are due to Charles
Wareing for bringing them into the
limelight, and for pointing out the
gross inaccuracies contained in " Hot
Discography."

With subsequent Venuti data, how-
ever, poor Delaunay sinks even deeper
into the mire of confusion.

In the hot -too -distant future I hope
to publish a few facts for the benefit of
those misguided people who have as yet
failed to -" outgrow Venuti."

I am proud to number myself
among these poor unfortunates, for,
when listening to such discs as Humpty
Dumpty, Doin' Things or A Good Man
is Hard to Find, there is borne home to
us the positive realisation that Joseph
Giuseppe Venuti is, without a shadow
of doubt, Jazz Violinist Number One.
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Comment
THERE are two

sides to every
question, and it

has always been the policy of the
MELODY MAKER to give both of then,
wherever possible.

Consequently, we make no
apology for returning to a discus-
sion on the attitude of certain
variety artistes (including dance
bands) who have recently been
castigated in the Press for refusing
to play dates in blitzed areas.

On the surface-as we have said
before in this column-this is a re-
grettable state of affairs, but it has
since been pointed out to us by an
interested party that there is
another side to the question.

A DANCE band is
A ---always a formid-

able financial proposition for a leader
to carry on the halls, and in a bad
week, working on a percentage basis, he
stands to be a great deal out of pocket.

Variety theatres are now being worked
on the principle of " no play-no pay,"
and that means that, if the band plays a
date in a blitzed area and, through the
ramifications of the Luftwaffe, certain
performances cannot be held, the re-
sulting financial loss to the leader con-
cerned may be extremely heavy-in
fact, crippling.

There seems to us to be drastic need
for a revision of the terms under which

artistes co-operate in
these difficult times.

If some means could be devised
whereby both the managements and
the artistes shared equally any respon-
sibility for a bad week, the problem
might be made easier, and a number
of artistes-whose patriotism and un-
selfishness are not in question-might
be able to afford to play some of the
blitzed dates.

As far as we can see, the blitz hits
the artistes first and foremost.

But, once again, there may be two
sides to this postulation. . . .

The "Sun "Hit Parade
I FERRY BOAT SERENADE*

I'M STEPPING OUT (WITH A MEMORY)

LOVE IS ALL*
LITTLE CURLY HAIR (IN A HIGH CHAIR)
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MAYBE*
THESE SIX SENSATIONS IN YOUR FIRST PARCEL

20 HITS FOR 12/6
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To Follow :

RUMPEI-STIETS -KIN
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*From 20th Century -Fox
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"Down Argentina Way"

Join the Hit Only Club!
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Club, for which I enclose s. d.
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BEFORE I start on the details
about my " hot organ " playing
and how my effects are pro-

duced, I'd like to say a little about
my personal background to give you
an idea of how I came into my pre-
sent position.

I suppose you are all too familiar
with the phrase " I come from a
musical family."

Well, my case is no exception to
the rule; my mother was a choral
singer and p':nist, and my father
played almost every stringed instru-
ment.

Personally, I started at the age of
six as an amateur drummer! A year
or so later, I started my lengthy
piano studies, and I was only six-
teen years old when I played my
first professional job with a little
band which played the equivalent in
those days of swing music.

HINDU'S PUPIL
But I wasn't supposed to take up

a permanent career, and
when I revolted against prepara-
tions for a law examination and ran
away from home, my job for a year
was a vary humble one.

I worked with a wandering troupe
in which I played the parts of medi-
cine vendor, truck driver, character
actor, pianist and assistant electri-
cian for over a year.

Eventually my parents gave way
and allowed me to come home and
organise a nine -piece band.

I began to learn organ as the pupil
of a Hindu exponent at a local theatre.
In those days the general belief seemed
to be that the organ should be played
loudly with a lot of bells.

My own opinion was that it was
better to classify the numbers I played
and arrange the different passages in
the manner of a complete orchestra-
tion, thus taking advantage of the
variety of instrumental effects obtain-
able.

In fact, although a great deal of my
work may sound improvised, I have

LOSS AT GLASGOW
_TOE LOSS'S visit to the Playhouse
It, has certainly given this hall a real
glimpse of old times, shown by the
attendance figures, and signs are not
lacking that the management intend to
take advantage of the immense pres-
tige gained by the visit of the London
band.

Louis Freeman, manager, has already
Stated his intention of recruiting a real
" big " band after the current pro-
gramme is finished.

It may be difficult to get material, in
quantity and quality, but Louis has pro-
vided the goods before, and will no
doubt do so again.

Teddy Joyce is still one-night stand-
ing round about Glasgow, and has
naturally not missed having a night or
two at the Salon, Hamilton, which has
always been a favourite with " tourists."

A big shake-up in the RAY NOBLE
nand is reported from Chicago, where
six men walked out on Ray, among
them the ace guitarist, George van Eps.
Ray has not yet permanently set all
the replacements.

Ilik Herth (left)
at the organ, with

Frank Froeba.

:f ten used standard orchestrations,
:ueing in the - different instrumental
aassages on the piano part and re-
creating the whole thing in terms of
the organ.

For three years I worked at a small
theatre in my home town, filling in my
spare time with the study of theory,
harmony and counterpoint at the
American Conservatory.

TRIO IS BORN
I combined my classical training and

modern ideas during five years touring
the Paramount,Publix cinema circuit.

It was after this, when I was playing
for a small Chicago radio station, that
I started to experiment with one of the
new electric organs, which the studio
had purchased.

Soon afterwards they made me
musical director for the station, and
in the year and a half I spent there
I was heard on an average of eleven
programmes every day!

I Then I was invited to New York as
guest artist in a big broadcast. This
led to my first appearance in the re-
cording studio. One day up at Decca,
after I had made three solos and had
run short of ideas for a fourth number,
Willie "The Lion" Smith happened to
stroll into the studio and suggested
helping me by beating out some
rhythm on the piano.

We found the idea went well, par-
ticularly with a background of drums,
and in this purely accidental fashion
the Milt Herth Trio was born.

It was my record of The Dipsy
Doodle which more or less established
me, and, I suppose, helped to start the
general fashion for Hammond electric
organs. This recording sold a hundred
and ten thousand copies!

Later, my records were augmented
by Teddy Bunn, who also chanced in
on us, just as The Lion " had, and
provided an excellent supplementary
effect with his guitar solos.

BACH MODEL.
As you may have noticed if you

studied my wnx-works. I have endeav-
oured to achieve a complete indepen-
dence between hands and feet. That
comes from the invaluable help I have
found in the study of Rarh.

In all my playing, I try to come as
near as I can to the Bach conception.

That was how I started to develop
the rhythmic counterpoint effects
which enable me to play bass parts in
walking rhythm, melody in the left
hand, and leave the right hand free for
riffs and improvisations.

Thinking in terms of the different
instruments of which I give impres-
sions in my solos, I find the tenor saxo-
phone perhaps the most easily adapt-
able and the most enjoyable to play.
It is easier to slur and achieve a legato
style for this instrument than for, say.
clarinet effects.

Another thing about the electric
organ is the difficulty of avoiding an
exaggerated staccato.

In addition to bearing this in mind,
I try to imagine the exact tongueing
and other technical details connected
with the instrument I am imitating:
all this goes through my mind whiff""
I play.

To all young pianists who are
thinking of taking up the organ-and

HOW I PLAT THE
ELECTRIC ORGAN

by MILT HERTH
(Ira an interliew with
1.1101ARD 1THER)

they must be increasing rapidly in
numbers to-day-I would say that it
is best to study concert organ first,
and afterwards you will be surprised
at the flexibility of the electric in-
strument.
Most of my work will look far from

complicated if you put it down on
paper.

In a hot trumpet or tenor solo pas-
sage, for instance, I will play a single -
note melody line in the right hand
composed mainly of quarters or eighths
(crotchets or quavers), while the left
hand plays one sustained note every
two bars and two off -beat quarters in
chords every bar.

Meantime, the bass just plays down-
beats, two in a bar with an occasional
passing note on the fourth beat, rather
in the manner of the string bass.

On these lines I try to duplicate any
sound or effect I may hear.

TONE -COLOUR
I like to get unusual combinations of

instruments, such as bassoon and
piccolo, or baritone and clarinet, and I
believe I have managed to achieve a
fairly realistic impression of such in-
struments as muted and open trumpet,
trombone, flute, ocarina, tuba, French
horn, vibraphone, clarinet and bass
clarinet, and quite a few others.

Another point which I try to watch
is to keep within the actual range of
the instrument I am imitating.

You may think that the width of
range available on the organ may make
this an unnecessary restriction, but it
naturally helps to produce more com-
plete realism in the achievement of the
particular instrumental effects I am
after.

Sometimes it makes an amusing and
slightly spectacular impression to re-
move my hands from the manuals and
play a full chorus of breaks with the

two feet, in the manner of a hot solo
by tuba or string bass.

This is good practice for the foot-
wOrk-and, incidentally, I always
spend several hours a day practising,
even when I was playing in a date as
busy as that I had in the Lincoln Hotel.

For that engagement: I had the
brilliant Frankie Froeba with me on
piano-he's also been heard on some
of the Trio recordings-and a drummer
named Dick Ridgley, who is also a very
fine xylophonist.

$2,060 ORGAN
We played in strict tempo all the

time and avoided all the outmoded
commercial ideas which make so much
of the present-day organ playing un-
interesting and unambitious.

My present organ, which is prob-
ably the most expensive instrument
ever used for swing music, is  a
modernistic -looking affair decorated
in mother-of-pearl; it cost over two
thousand dollars, and it's my pride
and joy.
I wish you could see it
I have always been interested in the

widest possible variety of musical
forms. but one of my particular favour-
ites of to -day is the orchestra of Bob
Crosby, because it recreates the style
of the old Dixieland records which my
schoolmates and I used to listen to
when we were in need of ideas for our
amateur band.

But I don't believe in confining my-
self to the study or_execution of any
one style, as you guess from the fact
that my library includes a very large
selection of works by Ellington, Gersh-
win, Will Hudson, Handy, Waller, La
Rocca and many other immortals both
inside and outside the realm of jazz.

From Bach to The Dipsy Doodle-
that's the range I've adopted for my-
self in my musical career, and I must
admit I've had no reason to regret, it!

WHEN THE BLACKBIRD SAYS BYE-BYE

AND
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BRAND'S
MORE news from dance band stars

in the Forces. Lanky LES
CAREW, Ambrose's former trombonist
and funny man. is now in a Scottish
regiment, and so is violinist GENE
PINI (though not the same Scottish
regiment).

More music for the R.A.F. is coming
from that grand tenor and clarinettist
BILLY AMSTELL, who is in the same
bunch as bassist TINY WINTERS.

BILLY SMITH, trumpeter with
Henry Hall, Billy Ternent, etc., writes
most cheerily to say he's now in The
Duke of Cornwall's Light Infantry as
a bandsman, and can't find praise
enough for their Bandmaster, Mr.
De^ n.

They have also a first-rate dance
band, which Billy leads, and when he
goes out on gigs, this is what he takes
with him-trumpet, music and stand,
rifle, and fifty rounds of ammunition!

Incidentally, Billy is tremendously
enthusiastic about the young lad who
took his place in Billy Ternent's Band -
18 -year -old GEORGE WHITE, who
plays second trumpet.

Billy's brother, CHICK SMITH.
formerly trumpeter with Lew Stone,
Ambrose, etc., is now in the Balloon
Barrage as well as being in the band.

He's only been in uniform for four
months, as against Billy's six, and gets
is. 6d. a day more!

But Billy's not grumbling. With his
wife with him, a charming little flat,
and next to no air raids, he certainly
could do far worse. . . .

Just had news of MARTIN TAUB-
MAN, famous electrophone player. He
had the 'bad luck to be called up six
days before Christmas.

Martin, who has broadcast frequently
and made a number of records, is now
with the Green Howards somewhere in
the North, and is already a most popu-
lar figure in the camp.

Yet, strangely enough, he is of
German extraction!

His instrument, the electrophone,
which he took with him all the way
from London, is only the second one of
its kind in Europe.

He has already given a concert for the
troops in the North, and unofficially
entertains the boys in barracks at night
on the violin.

The Green Howards, I think, go back
to Oliver Cromwell days.

Bit of a difference between Oliver's
lute, or whatever it was they played
then, and Martin's super -modern instru-
ment, don't you think?

ESSENCE

The kindness and generosity of BEN
LYON and BEBE DANIELS need no
stressing in these columns-they are a
by -word in the profession. But MAX
BACON can testify to it in no small
way.

On Christmas Day, Max was lying in
the London Clinic, bored stiff, and
chafing at the knowledge that it will be
Weeks yet before he will be allowed to
walk. Suddenly, in the stillness of his
room, the bedside 'phone rang.

The call was from Ben and Bebe, who
were having a party. In the midst of

iBRANDYSNAP

Ray Ventura
Is no friend of the Fura;
And Ambrose is very touchy
About II Douchy.

the gaiety, they had remembered him,
and they, and all their guests, most of
whom were personal friends of Max's,
came to the 'phone to wish him a speedy
recovery.

Since the announcement of his acci-
dent in the MELODY MAKER. Max spends

THE BADGE
FROM

oMRCo e4
OTHER CURRENT SUCCESSES

LOVELY OLD LADY
AM I FOR YOU

RIDING ON A RAINBOW
LARRY CLINTON'S NEW SWING ARRGT.

THE PRISONER'S SONG
3/2 PER SET, POST FREE

LAWRENCE WRIGHT MUSIC COMPANY LTD.
WRIGHT HOUSE. DENMARK STREET. LONDON, W.C.2.

Most of his time reading the thousands
of letters and cards that are reaching
him from fans all over the country.

" I sh''uld be very gratefully," says
Max, " of you would be so kindly and
telling your readers how much I am
depreciating deir letters, and I will
writing to dem all in de properly Eng-
lish when I am feeling better. T'enk
you. t'enk you, t'enk you."

In the meantime, listen to Max to-
morrow (Saturday) morning on the
Forces wavelength. At 7.15 a.m. he'll be
the " Morning Star "-and if that's not
worth getting up early for, what is?

That well-known violinist, LOUIS
SIMMONDS, formerly leader at the
Café de la Paix, Café Anglais, etc., etc.,
is now Trooper L. Simmonds, having
recently joined the Army (Armoured
Cars).

But he is also M.D. Inns of Court

Annette King, blues
songstress of N.B.C.
Chicago, comes in with
the morning tea over the
" Breakfast Club " pro-
gramme, and again at
4 p.m. with "Club
Matinee " broadcasts.

PresmerWookrekrPrelresue4,010%.

Regiment, and has already lined up
piano, drums, two saxes, two brass,
guitar and vocalist.

As soon as the band gets under way.
I'll let you have more details. In the
meantime, good luck, Louis.

Just had news of JAMES GILRAY,
well-known radio playwright, producer
and songwriter, who enlisted in the
R.A.S.C. as a driver a few weeks after
the outbreak of war.

Now, after fifteen months in the
ranks, he is a Lieutenant, and in addi-
tion to his military duties he is officer
i/ c Entertainment, Yorkshire area,
and is busy organising a unit on
variety lines with acts and a sweet -
swing style 6- to 8 -piece orchestra.

The show is to be called " The Royal
Waggoners," and he would be glad to
hear from any " pros." in the R.A.S.C.
stationed in or around York. His
address is: 4, Maida Grove, Fulford
Road. York.

Incidentally, his latest song, Cottage
by the Glen, has been bought by BILLY
BOUGHTON, of Southern Music. and

Back in Town again after a brief
sojourn up North is PERCIVAL
MACKEY, who has just done a piano -
solo for Pathe.

No stranger to fan -mail, Percy
treasures this one from a factory Some-
where in England:

" As one worker to another, my pals
and myself would like to thank you for
your broadcast in Music While You
Work' on December 11.

" It is the best band yet to play in
that series and, gee, do we go to it! If
the B.B.C. would have your band to
play for us at least once a day, we feel
sure that production would go up a
great deal."

It's signed Elsie, Dorothy, Mary,
Louie and Elsie, and they enclose a little
verse summing up their reactions.

Oh you and your boys,
Yoi2 bring such joys

To those who work hard and Go
To It;

Oh, boy, when you play
That half-hour is gay,

It's a pleasure for us to Go To It!
That's the sort of thing that encourages

a bandleader, and we may expect a big
increase in production to -morrow after-
noon (Saturday), when Mac comes on
the air for half -an -hour at 3 o'clock on
the Home Service wavelength.

My sincere thanks to BRYAN
TOWLE, who has just sent me a whole
batch of S.O. parts for the use of service
bands, as well as some piano copies
that he hopes will beguile the time for
" some lonely searchlight detachment
Somewhere in England."

TA IC II NI C
RJArAl131E IRI!

A Numerical Interview with
OSCAR RABIN

At what age did you start in the business?
How many years were you in a " straight " orchestra?
How many jobs had you prior to turning pro"
How many instruments can you play?
At what age did you join up in the Great War"
How many piece was the garrison band you formed?
When did you form a band of your own?
When was the Romany Band formed?
How many pieces was it then?
How many pieces is it to -day?
Of the five founder members of the band, running the outfit on a co-operative basis,

how many are still with you to -day?
How many years have you been associated with Harry Davis, the sole remaining co-operator?
When did the band go into Hammersmith Palais?
How many more years has your Hammersmith contract still to go?
How many " Star " Championships have you played at the Palais?
How many times have you conducted the band"
How many people have mistaken Harry Davis, who fronts the band, for you?
How many times per annum do you clean your bass sax?
About how many pounds do you estimate you've saved by being teetotal?
What is your height?
When did your son Bernard become band manager?
How many times have you stage -toured in the past sixteen years?
How many broadcasts have you done?
How many weeks is it since you signed a new four-year recording contract withDecca?

£1,000
5 ft. 6 in.

1938
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CLASSICS' OF JAZZ
by Bill Elliott

No. 9-" Higginbotham Blues" and "Give Me Your Telephone
Number."-Higginbotham and His Six Hicks (H.R.S.14)

WELL, here is the HRS.
record I mentioned last

time, and it is really a Classic.
I can't imagine anyone dis-

puting that statement; it's one
of the grandest records our
dumb gramophone companies
have never issued.

The Blues opens with
Henry Allen on trumpet and
the rhythm section. I say
that because the rhythm sec-
tion in this record deserve
everything I say about the
soloists.

Their tone is superb, the
four men playing as one with
that glorious foundation of
Foster's bass as solid as a rock.

Next we have Higgy and
Charlie Holmes sharing a
chorus. The trombone here is
rather foreign to the usual
Higginbotham style - I could
best describe it as sombre play-
ing-but it fits into the spirit
of the record.

SURPRISE
Charlie Holmes is terrific.

Both in his interjections with
Higgy and his own solo that
follows, he blows some of the
swellest alto ever waxed. In
this form neither Hodges nor
Carter have anything on him.

The next solo is rather a
surprise, as it comes from Will
Johnson, a guitarist I don't
think I've ever heard men-
tioned except as part of the
Russell rhythm section. but
I'd certainly like to hear him
again in a solo, judging from
his work here.

" Red " Allen comes into the
limelight next with a typical
solo in his best blues vein, and
he hands over to Higgy, who,
again assisted by alto, takes
the last chorus and the coda.
It's typical Higgy this time,
rough, fierce trombone that
only he can play.

And just listen to that coda.
J. C. must be a prophet, for,
some time after this record
was made, his little phrase be-
came the theme of one of the
most popular commercials of
the last few years.

The other side is in faster

Personnel:-Henry Allen (trum-
pet); J. Higginbotham (trombone);
Charlie Holmes (alto); Luis Russell
(piano): Will Johnson (guitar); Pop
Foster (bass); Paul Barbarin
(drums).

tempo and will please students
of bass playing as Pop slaps
away all through. Thanks to
the grand recording (some of
the best I've heard), his play-
ing gets the justice it deserves.

Higgy and Red take the first
chorus and they make a grand
team together. Charlie Holmes
again assists with his alto, and
I specially like his lead-in to

his solo  that follows; more
fine stuff with that easy,
fluent style.

The last three choruses are
terrific and save me a lot of
typing as it's just a succession
of short solos building up to
the end in this order:-Allen-
Holmes - Higgy - Holmes -
Higgy - Allen - Higgy - and
lastly the three of them, with
Higgy having the last word.

If you haven't got this
record-well, beg, borrow or
steal a copy.

It's a " must " in every
collection.

MORE ABOIJT THE
"BED 111:61" FEMALE!
WITH regard to the con-

troversy on the female
vocalist on the Billy Banks
record which Bill Eliott re-
viewed recently, I can offer
definite information who this
is, as I know the person who
does this vocal.

It is Una Mae Carlisle.
As a matter of fact, I had

been making many inquiries
after the issue of the record
on Vocalion, and it wasn't
until, quite by chance. I was
discussing various records with
her, that I mentioned Mean
Old Bed Bug Blues, and she
told me that it was she who
had done a sort of crazy vocal
in it. She was in the studio
at the time, and although it
was originally intended only
as a private recording, it was
found to be so good that it
was commercialised.

Now regarding a remark by
Edgar Jackson in a recent
review about the last Muggsy
Spanier record (Mandy) to be
issued. He states that this is
the final session which the
great cornet player made with
his Ragtime Band.

This is so, but there is still
one of the finest examples of
the band's playing to be found
in two sides which they cut on
November 22, 1939, when At
Sundown and Bluein' The
Blues were waxed.

These are Riverboat Shuffle
and Relaxin' At The Touro
(Bluebird B.10532), the latter
being dedicated to the place
where Spanier recuperated
after a serious illness once; so
may we request Mr. Moody (of
the Gramophone Co.) to
release this on H.M.V. as soon
as possible?

As a collector, particularly
keen on Chicago style music,
I was naturally annoyed to see
that one of your correspon-
dents requested that the
Gramophone Company reissue
all those valuable Chicago
jazz recordings, "just because
Brunswick have done so."

I think I echo the words of
all collectors who have all
those Billy Banks / Jack
Bland/Eddie Condon records,
that we certainly don't want
to see them lose their intrinsic
value just for the benefit of a
few new collectors who have
suddenly become " Chicago
jazz -minded."

However, just to make sure
on my own behalf that these
don't get reissued, I have
written to the Gramophone
Company with a reminder
that they have plenty of
current recordings which
assure them of good sales to
issue.

STEPHEN MILLER
London, S.W.1.
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FRED ELIZALDE WAS
FIRSTLY A MELODIST

STANLEY NELSON, in his letter
to this paper last week, threw a
cap at me. But the cap didn't

fit, so I do not feel obliged to wear it.
Perhaps the sum total of words I

have written about Fred Elizalde
during the past few years has not
been enormous, but I will insist
that, whatever other critics and
historians of jazz may have done, I
have at least devoted a whole article
to him and his music.

The last occasion, I believe, was
that of a grand -scale release of his

14 recordings; recordings on which I
had cut my jazz teeth, but which

I were unknown to 90 per cent. of the
readers of this paper.

Like Stanley Nelson, I, too, noticed
that M. Panassie omitted to refer to
Elizalde in his book on jazz, just as
he made no mention of Reggie
Foresythe.

1 I OLD -STAGERS
The truth is, of course, that Stanley

Nelson and I are old stagers. We have
been interested in jazz since both jazz
and we were in short pants.

It is not easy for us to forget things
which we actually experienced; and we
happen to have experienced Elizalde.

But unless one has lived through the
very exciting times of Fred's Savoy
band. it is not easy for a writer on fazz
to remember not to forget the Elizalde
Era.

For one thing, most of Fred's records
were made for the old British Bruns-.
wick Company, and they were not
merely withdrawn; they just went out
of business altogether, for the simple
reason that there was no catalogue to
keep the records in.

It was best part of ten years. before
these recordings saw daylight again,
and their reissue was one more
miraculous things in British jazz. How
the original master -pressings survived
the decade has always been a mystery
to me.

But Stanley Nelson must see the point
of view of the younger critics. They
had never heard Elizalde; they had
 barely heard of his name. They were
suddenly confronted with music from
the past without having any real back-
ground, any knowledge of the period in

! which it was created.
For the most part, it is not essential

by

IKE "
-if one is to write a more or less super-
ficial study of jazz-to have lived
through the period of the music con-
cerned.

By a somewhat laborious study of
gramophone records. the average hack
could sit down and write quite a
tolerable history of jazz; he might not
be able to decorate his manuscript with
funny, personal stories about the
artists concerned, but there is very
little musically that he could not deal
with.

But imagine yourself sitting down to
study jazz in, say, 1938. The catalogues
still contain a very representative
chronological survey of jazz from its
earliest days down to the latest mon-
strosities of " swing."

Suddenly you are faced with a bunch
of recordings by Elizalde, most of thein
made ten years previously. You are a
little hazy as to exactly who he was.
but you recall having heard the name of
Adrian Rollini.

ROLL1N1
But Rollini doesn't play at all as you

are accustomed to hearing him play.
It is very pleasant, certainly, but it is
not what you have heard with Red
Nichols or with the Blue Four. Why
should it be, anyway? He is playing
with Elizalde, whose views on music are
quite different from Nichols' or Venuti's.

The latter-day historian, hack, critic,
or what -have -you, because he is un-
familiar with Elizalde, is completely
unable to throw his mind back to think
of that music in terms of its place in
the jazz of its time.

Fred Elizalde was a unique figure. He
employed well-known players,. brought
across the Atlantic at great expense,
but he can never be fitted into the
ordinary pigeon -holes of jazz. He was
neither British nor American.

He was a Spaniard, educated at Cam-
bridge, who employed American musi-
cians; he was dubbed a " stormy
petrel" of jazz, not on account of his

music, but on account of his person-
ality, which was excitable and carefree.

He was even original enough to have
been wounded fighting for the wrong
side in the Spanish Civil War.

But Fred's personality is nothing to
do with what Stanley Nelson considers
the neglect of his importance as a figure
in jazz.

Perhaps the biggest reason of all for
his non -inclusion in Panassie's book-
why he did not feature in Alan Jen-
kins' article-was that he was first and
foremost a, melodist.

Now, in 1938, to be faced with the
reissue of ten -year -old recordings by a
man who is a melodist in jazz is not
asking for trouble. It is asking for
complete bewilderment on the part of
the young listener.

There may have been records by Duke
Ellington released in 1938, and he is a
great melodist. But there were also
records by Duke issued in 1937 and 1936,
and for years before that.

D.F.C. S.O.S.
Any changes there may have been in

Duke's music were gradual changes.
But the reissue of Elizalde's record-

ings came as a shock. As a shock; or
they left the listener unmoved. There
was no half way. In the midst of the
noise and clamour of " swing," I can
well understand that the best of Fred's
music made no impression all.

The world that makes a best-seller
out of In The Mood has no time for the
mood of Melancholy Weeps or Siam
Blues.

For -the rest of us, they were a wel-
come, peaceful voice from another
world; but then we had known that all
along. The reissues to us were merely a
way of renewing copies of well-worn
records.

Of Fred Elizalde as a pioneer, of his
place in British jazz, I will write
another time. I am not surprised that
his name did not appear in Alan
Jenkins' article, for the reasons I hope
I have shown.

But his personality has quite a lot
to do with Mr. Jenkins' opinion of the
paucity of British jazz.

And talking of the old days of
Elizalde: Squadron -Leader Richard
Bickford, D.F.C., lately of Elizalde's
Quinc Dance Band, wishes to be
remembered to Mr. Phil Cardew,
late of Elizalde's Savoy Band.
It happened in a pub. last night..

ETER AUR10E

IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE WORLD WIDE MUSIC CO., LTD., & MACMELODIES LTD.

30 Nos. for 181- YOUR VT PARCEL CONTAINS

IF I ONLY HAD WINGS
kCHEERIO!
ALSO

d UNTIL YOU FALL IN LOVE
THE MEM'RY OF A ROSE

Prices-Double Orchestration. S.O. 216. F.O. 31-. Piano Solos or extra parts 6d. each.

AND

IN THE MOOD
RHUMBOOGIE (The Andrews Sisters' Smash)

Price 219 per set. 2111 post tree.1
Enrol me as a member of P.M. Name
Sub. Clu b, for S.0 or

I enclose £ , s. d. Address
Terms for 30 nos. per set

S.O. 181-, F.O. 24/-, Trio

12/-, Extra P.C. (with Trio Mark combination required, M.M. 1811141

upwards) 61-, Extra Parts 3/, THE PETER MAURICE MUSIC CO.. LTD.,---- Piano Solo Copies loin 21 Denmark St.. London. W.C.2. TEM. 3856.

Sensational New Idea.
THE ORIGINAL MANUSCRIPT SERIES.
SOUTHERN FRIED
Same arrangement as Al Donahue's Record.

OVERNIGHT HOP
Same arrangement as Red Nichols' Record.

WEDNESDAY NIGHT HOP
Original Andy Kirk arrangement.

MISSOURI SCRAMBLER
Original Will Osborne arrangement .
Price 3/6 per set, 3/10 post free.

P.M. HOT HITS!
IN THE MOOD
Between 18th and 19th on

Chestnut Street
IDA (Sweet as Apple Cider)
(New Vic Schoen Smash Arrangement!)
Ray Noble's
Comanche War Dance
DOGGIN' AROUND
TEXAS SHUFFLE
TIME OUT TOPSY
WOODCHOPPERS' BALL
BLUES UPSTAIRS

and DOWNSTAIRS
CASBAH BLUES
CHICO'S LOVE SONG
FOR DANCERS ONLY
THE CONGA  CHEROKEE
DIXIELAND ONE-STEP
Price 2/9 per set, 2/11 post fresq
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BRAND'S
MORE news from dance band stars

in the Forces. Lanky LES
CAREW, Ambrose's former trombonist
and funny man. is now in a Scottish
regiment, and so is violinist GENE
PINI (though not the same Scottish
regiment).

More music for the R.A.F. is coming
from that grand tenor and clarinettist
BILLY AMSTELL, who is in the same
bunch as bassist TINY WINTERS.

BILLY SMITH, trumpeter with
Henry Hall, Billy Ternent, etc., writes
most cheerily to say he's now in The
Duke of Cornwall's Light Infantry as
a bandsman, and can't find praise
enough for their Bandmaster, Mr.
De^ n.

They have also a first-rate dance
band, which Billy leads, and when he
goes out on gigs, this is what he takes
with him-trumpet, music and stand,
rifle, and fifty rounds of ammunition!

Incidentally, Billy is tremendously
enthusiastic about the young lad who
took his place in Billy Ternent's Band -
18 -year -old GEORGE WHITE, who
plays second trumpet.

Billy's brother, CHICK SMITH.
formerly trumpeter with Lew Stone,
Ambrose, etc., is now in the Balloon
Barrage as well as being in the band.

He's only been in uniform for four
months, as against Billy's six, and gets
is. 6d. a day more!

But Billy's not grumbling. With his
wife with him, a charming little flat,
and next to no air raids, he certainly
could do far worse. . . .

Just had news of MARTIN TAUB-
MAN, famous electrophone player. He
had the 'bad luck to be called up six
days before Christmas.

Martin, who has broadcast frequently
and made a number of records, is now
with the Green Howards somewhere in
the North, and is already a most popu-
lar figure in the camp.

Yet, strangely enough, he is of
German extraction!

His instrument, the electrophone,
which he took with him all the way
from London, is only the second one of
its kind in Europe.

He has already given a concert for the
troops in the North, and unofficially
entertains the boys in barracks at night
on the violin.

The Green Howards, I think, go back
to Oliver Cromwell days.

Bit of a difference between Oliver's
lute, or whatever it was they played
then, and Martin's super -modern instru-
ment, don't you think?

ESSENCE

The kindness and generosity of BEN
LYON and BEBE DANIELS need no
stressing in these columns-they are a
by -word in the profession. But MAX
BACON can testify to it in no small
way.

On Christmas Day, Max was lying in
the London Clinic, bored stiff, and
chafing at the knowledge that it will be
Weeks yet before he will be allowed to
walk. Suddenly, in the stillness of his
room, the bedside 'phone rang.

The call was from Ben and Bebe, who
were having a party. In the midst of

iBRANDYSNAP

Ray Ventura
Is no friend of the Fura;
And Ambrose is very touchy
About II Douchy.

the gaiety, they had remembered him,
and they, and all their guests, most of
whom were personal friends of Max's,
came to the 'phone to wish him a speedy
recovery.

Since the announcement of his acci-
dent in the MELODY MAKER. Max spends

THE BADGE
FROM

oMRCo e4
OTHER CURRENT SUCCESSES

LOVELY OLD LADY
AM I FOR YOU

RIDING ON A RAINBOW
LARRY CLINTON'S NEW SWING ARRGT.

THE PRISONER'S SONG
3/2 PER SET, POST FREE

LAWRENCE WRIGHT MUSIC COMPANY LTD.
WRIGHT HOUSE. DENMARK STREET. LONDON, W.C.2.

Most of his time reading the thousands
of letters and cards that are reaching
him from fans all over the country.

" I sh''uld be very gratefully," says
Max, " of you would be so kindly and
telling your readers how much I am
depreciating deir letters, and I will
writing to dem all in de properly Eng-
lish when I am feeling better. T'enk
you. t'enk you, t'enk you."

In the meantime, listen to Max to-
morrow (Saturday) morning on the
Forces wavelength. At 7.15 a.m. he'll be
the " Morning Star "-and if that's not
worth getting up early for, what is?

That well-known violinist, LOUIS
SIMMONDS, formerly leader at the
Café de la Paix, Café Anglais, etc., etc.,
is now Trooper L. Simmonds, having
recently joined the Army (Armoured
Cars).

But he is also M.D. Inns of Court

Annette King, blues
songstress of N.B.C.
Chicago, comes in with
the morning tea over the
" Breakfast Club " pro-
gramme, and again at
4 p.m. with "Club
Matinee " broadcasts.

PresmerWookrekrPrelresue4,010%.

Regiment, and has already lined up
piano, drums, two saxes, two brass,
guitar and vocalist.

As soon as the band gets under way.
I'll let you have more details. In the
meantime, good luck, Louis.

Just had news of JAMES GILRAY,
well-known radio playwright, producer
and songwriter, who enlisted in the
R.A.S.C. as a driver a few weeks after
the outbreak of war.

Now, after fifteen months in the
ranks, he is a Lieutenant, and in addi-
tion to his military duties he is officer
i/ c Entertainment, Yorkshire area,
and is busy organising a unit on
variety lines with acts and a sweet -
swing style 6- to 8 -piece orchestra.

The show is to be called " The Royal
Waggoners," and he would be glad to
hear from any " pros." in the R.A.S.C.
stationed in or around York. His
address is: 4, Maida Grove, Fulford
Road. York.

Incidentally, his latest song, Cottage
by the Glen, has been bought by BILLY
BOUGHTON, of Southern Music. and

Back in Town again after a brief
sojourn up North is PERCIVAL
MACKEY, who has just done a piano -
solo for Pathe.

No stranger to fan -mail, Percy
treasures this one from a factory Some-
where in England:

" As one worker to another, my pals
and myself would like to thank you for
your broadcast in Music While You
Work' on December 11.

" It is the best band yet to play in
that series and, gee, do we go to it! If
the B.B.C. would have your band to
play for us at least once a day, we feel
sure that production would go up a
great deal."

It's signed Elsie, Dorothy, Mary,
Louie and Elsie, and they enclose a little
verse summing up their reactions.

Oh you and your boys,
Yoi2 bring such joys

To those who work hard and Go
To It;

Oh, boy, when you play
That half-hour is gay,

It's a pleasure for us to Go To It!
That's the sort of thing that encourages

a bandleader, and we may expect a big
increase in production to -morrow after-
noon (Saturday), when Mac comes on
the air for half -an -hour at 3 o'clock on
the Home Service wavelength.

My sincere thanks to BRYAN
TOWLE, who has just sent me a whole
batch of S.O. parts for the use of service
bands, as well as some piano copies
that he hopes will beguile the time for
" some lonely searchlight detachment
Somewhere in England."

TA IC II NI C
RJArAl131E IRI!

A Numerical Interview with
OSCAR RABIN

At what age did you start in the business?
How many years were you in a " straight " orchestra?
How many jobs had you prior to turning pro"
How many instruments can you play?
At what age did you join up in the Great War"
How many piece was the garrison band you formed?
When did you form a band of your own?
When was the Romany Band formed?
How many pieces was it then?
How many pieces is it to -day?
Of the five founder members of the band, running the outfit on a co-operative basis,

how many are still with you to -day?
How many years have you been associated with Harry Davis, the sole remaining co-operator?
When did the band go into Hammersmith Palais?
How many more years has your Hammersmith contract still to go?
How many " Star " Championships have you played at the Palais?
How many times have you conducted the band"
How many people have mistaken Harry Davis, who fronts the band, for you?
How many times per annum do you clean your bass sax?
About how many pounds do you estimate you've saved by being teetotal?
What is your height?
When did your son Bernard become band manager?
How many times have you stage -toured in the past sixteen years?
How many broadcasts have you done?
How many weeks is it since you signed a new four-year recording contract withDecca?
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CLASSICS' OF JAZZ
by Bill Elliott

No. 9-" Higginbotham Blues" and "Give Me Your Telephone
Number."-Higginbotham and His Six Hicks (H.R.S.14)

WELL, here is the HRS.
record I mentioned last

time, and it is really a Classic.
I can't imagine anyone dis-

puting that statement; it's one
of the grandest records our
dumb gramophone companies
have never issued.

The Blues opens with
Henry Allen on trumpet and
the rhythm section. I say
that because the rhythm sec-
tion in this record deserve
everything I say about the
soloists.

Their tone is superb, the
four men playing as one with
that glorious foundation of
Foster's bass as solid as a rock.

Next we have Higgy and
Charlie Holmes sharing a
chorus. The trombone here is
rather foreign to the usual
Higginbotham style - I could
best describe it as sombre play-
ing-but it fits into the spirit
of the record.

SURPRISE
Charlie Holmes is terrific.

Both in his interjections with
Higgy and his own solo that
follows, he blows some of the
swellest alto ever waxed. In
this form neither Hodges nor
Carter have anything on him.

The next solo is rather a
surprise, as it comes from Will
Johnson, a guitarist I don't
think I've ever heard men-
tioned except as part of the
Russell rhythm section. but
I'd certainly like to hear him
again in a solo, judging from
his work here.

" Red " Allen comes into the
limelight next with a typical
solo in his best blues vein, and
he hands over to Higgy, who,
again assisted by alto, takes
the last chorus and the coda.
It's typical Higgy this time,
rough, fierce trombone that
only he can play.

And just listen to that coda.
J. C. must be a prophet, for,
some time after this record
was made, his little phrase be-
came the theme of one of the
most popular commercials of
the last few years.

The other side is in faster

Personnel:-Henry Allen (trum-
pet); J. Higginbotham (trombone);
Charlie Holmes (alto); Luis Russell
(piano): Will Johnson (guitar); Pop
Foster (bass); Paul Barbarin
(drums).

tempo and will please students
of bass playing as Pop slaps
away all through. Thanks to
the grand recording (some of
the best I've heard), his play-
ing gets the justice it deserves.

Higgy and Red take the first
chorus and they make a grand
team together. Charlie Holmes
again assists with his alto, and
I specially like his lead-in to

his solo  that follows; more
fine stuff with that easy,
fluent style.

The last three choruses are
terrific and save me a lot of
typing as it's just a succession
of short solos building up to
the end in this order:-Allen-
Holmes - Higgy - Holmes -
Higgy - Allen - Higgy - and
lastly the three of them, with
Higgy having the last word.

If you haven't got this
record-well, beg, borrow or
steal a copy.

It's a " must " in every
collection.

MORE ABOIJT THE
"BED 111:61" FEMALE!
WITH regard to the con-

troversy on the female
vocalist on the Billy Banks
record which Bill Eliott re-
viewed recently, I can offer
definite information who this
is, as I know the person who
does this vocal.

It is Una Mae Carlisle.
As a matter of fact, I had

been making many inquiries
after the issue of the record
on Vocalion, and it wasn't
until, quite by chance. I was
discussing various records with
her, that I mentioned Mean
Old Bed Bug Blues, and she
told me that it was she who
had done a sort of crazy vocal
in it. She was in the studio
at the time, and although it
was originally intended only
as a private recording, it was
found to be so good that it
was commercialised.

Now regarding a remark by
Edgar Jackson in a recent
review about the last Muggsy
Spanier record (Mandy) to be
issued. He states that this is
the final session which the
great cornet player made with
his Ragtime Band.

This is so, but there is still
one of the finest examples of
the band's playing to be found
in two sides which they cut on
November 22, 1939, when At
Sundown and Bluein' The
Blues were waxed.

These are Riverboat Shuffle
and Relaxin' At The Touro
(Bluebird B.10532), the latter
being dedicated to the place
where Spanier recuperated
after a serious illness once; so
may we request Mr. Moody (of
the Gramophone Co.) to
release this on H.M.V. as soon
as possible?

As a collector, particularly
keen on Chicago style music,
I was naturally annoyed to see
that one of your correspon-
dents requested that the
Gramophone Company reissue
all those valuable Chicago
jazz recordings, "just because
Brunswick have done so."

I think I echo the words of
all collectors who have all
those Billy Banks / Jack
Bland/Eddie Condon records,
that we certainly don't want
to see them lose their intrinsic
value just for the benefit of a
few new collectors who have
suddenly become " Chicago
jazz -minded."

However, just to make sure
on my own behalf that these
don't get reissued, I have
written to the Gramophone
Company with a reminder
that they have plenty of
current recordings which
assure them of good sales to
issue.

STEPHEN MILLER
London, S.W.1.
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FRED ELIZALDE WAS
FIRSTLY A MELODIST

STANLEY NELSON, in his letter
to this paper last week, threw a
cap at me. But the cap didn't

fit, so I do not feel obliged to wear it.
Perhaps the sum total of words I

have written about Fred Elizalde
during the past few years has not
been enormous, but I will insist
that, whatever other critics and
historians of jazz may have done, I
have at least devoted a whole article
to him and his music.

The last occasion, I believe, was
that of a grand -scale release of his

14 recordings; recordings on which I
had cut my jazz teeth, but which

I were unknown to 90 per cent. of the
readers of this paper.

Like Stanley Nelson, I, too, noticed
that M. Panassie omitted to refer to
Elizalde in his book on jazz, just as
he made no mention of Reggie
Foresythe.

1 I OLD -STAGERS
The truth is, of course, that Stanley

Nelson and I are old stagers. We have
been interested in jazz since both jazz
and we were in short pants.

It is not easy for us to forget things
which we actually experienced; and we
happen to have experienced Elizalde.

But unless one has lived through the
very exciting times of Fred's Savoy
band. it is not easy for a writer on fazz
to remember not to forget the Elizalde
Era.

For one thing, most of Fred's records
were made for the old British Bruns-.
wick Company, and they were not
merely withdrawn; they just went out
of business altogether, for the simple
reason that there was no catalogue to
keep the records in.

It was best part of ten years. before
these recordings saw daylight again,
and their reissue was one more
miraculous things in British jazz. How
the original master -pressings survived
the decade has always been a mystery
to me.

But Stanley Nelson must see the point
of view of the younger critics. They
had never heard Elizalde; they had
 barely heard of his name. They were
suddenly confronted with music from
the past without having any real back-
ground, any knowledge of the period in

! which it was created.
For the most part, it is not essential

by

IKE "
-if one is to write a more or less super-
ficial study of jazz-to have lived
through the period of the music con-
cerned.

By a somewhat laborious study of
gramophone records. the average hack
could sit down and write quite a
tolerable history of jazz; he might not
be able to decorate his manuscript with
funny, personal stories about the
artists concerned, but there is very
little musically that he could not deal
with.

But imagine yourself sitting down to
study jazz in, say, 1938. The catalogues
still contain a very representative
chronological survey of jazz from its
earliest days down to the latest mon-
strosities of " swing."

Suddenly you are faced with a bunch
of recordings by Elizalde, most of thein
made ten years previously. You are a
little hazy as to exactly who he was.
but you recall having heard the name of
Adrian Rollini.

ROLL1N1
But Rollini doesn't play at all as you

are accustomed to hearing him play.
It is very pleasant, certainly, but it is
not what you have heard with Red
Nichols or with the Blue Four. Why
should it be, anyway? He is playing
with Elizalde, whose views on music are
quite different from Nichols' or Venuti's.

The latter-day historian, hack, critic,
or what -have -you, because he is un-
familiar with Elizalde, is completely
unable to throw his mind back to think
of that music in terms of its place in
the jazz of its time.

Fred Elizalde was a unique figure. He
employed well-known players,. brought
across the Atlantic at great expense,
but he can never be fitted into the
ordinary pigeon -holes of jazz. He was
neither British nor American.

He was a Spaniard, educated at Cam-
bridge, who employed American musi-
cians; he was dubbed a " stormy
petrel" of jazz, not on account of his

music, but on account of his person-
ality, which was excitable and carefree.

He was even original enough to have
been wounded fighting for the wrong
side in the Spanish Civil War.

But Fred's personality is nothing to
do with what Stanley Nelson considers
the neglect of his importance as a figure
in jazz.

Perhaps the biggest reason of all for
his non -inclusion in Panassie's book-
why he did not feature in Alan Jen-
kins' article-was that he was first and
foremost a, melodist.

Now, in 1938, to be faced with the
reissue of ten -year -old recordings by a
man who is a melodist in jazz is not
asking for trouble. It is asking for
complete bewilderment on the part of
the young listener.

There may have been records by Duke
Ellington released in 1938, and he is a
great melodist. But there were also
records by Duke issued in 1937 and 1936,
and for years before that.

D.F.C. S.O.S.
Any changes there may have been in

Duke's music were gradual changes.
But the reissue of Elizalde's record-

ings came as a shock. As a shock; or
they left the listener unmoved. There
was no half way. In the midst of the
noise and clamour of " swing," I can
well understand that the best of Fred's
music made no impression all.

The world that makes a best-seller
out of In The Mood has no time for the
mood of Melancholy Weeps or Siam
Blues.

For -the rest of us, they were a wel-
come, peaceful voice from another
world; but then we had known that all
along. The reissues to us were merely a
way of renewing copies of well-worn
records.

Of Fred Elizalde as a pioneer, of his
place in British jazz, I will write
another time. I am not surprised that
his name did not appear in Alan
Jenkins' article, for the reasons I hope
I have shown.

But his personality has quite a lot
to do with Mr. Jenkins' opinion of the
paucity of British jazz.

And talking of the old days of
Elizalde: Squadron -Leader Richard
Bickford, D.F.C., lately of Elizalde's
Quinc Dance Band, wishes to be
remembered to Mr. Phil Cardew,
late of Elizalde's Savoy Band.
It happened in a pub. last night..

ETER AUR10E

IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE WORLD WIDE MUSIC CO., LTD., & MACMELODIES LTD.

30 Nos. for 181- YOUR VT PARCEL CONTAINS

IF I ONLY HAD WINGS
kCHEERIO!
ALSO

d UNTIL YOU FALL IN LOVE
THE MEM'RY OF A ROSE

Prices-Double Orchestration. S.O. 216. F.O. 31-. Piano Solos or extra parts 6d. each.

AND

IN THE MOOD
RHUMBOOGIE (The Andrews Sisters' Smash)

Price 219 per set. 2111 post tree.1
Enrol me as a member of P.M. Name
Sub. Clu b, for S.0 or

I enclose £ , s. d. Address
Terms for 30 nos. per set

S.O. 181-, F.O. 24/-, Trio

12/-, Extra P.C. (with Trio Mark combination required, M.M. 1811141

upwards) 61-, Extra Parts 3/, THE PETER MAURICE MUSIC CO.. LTD.,---- Piano Solo Copies loin 21 Denmark St.. London. W.C.2. TEM. 3856.

Sensational New Idea.
THE ORIGINAL MANUSCRIPT SERIES.
SOUTHERN FRIED
Same arrangement as Al Donahue's Record.

OVERNIGHT HOP
Same arrangement as Red Nichols' Record.

WEDNESDAY NIGHT HOP
Original Andy Kirk arrangement.

MISSOURI SCRAMBLER
Original Will Osborne arrangement .
Price 3/6 per set, 3/10 post free.

P.M. HOT HITS!
IN THE MOOD
Between 18th and 19th on

Chestnut Street
IDA (Sweet as Apple Cider)
(New Vic Schoen Smash Arrangement!)
Ray Noble's
Comanche War Dance
DOGGIN' AROUND
TEXAS SHUFFLE
TIME OUT TOPSY
WOODCHOPPERS' BALL
BLUES UPSTAIRS

and DOWNSTAIRS
CASBAH BLUES
CHICO'S LOVE SONG
FOR DANCERS ONLY
THE CONGA  CHEROKEE
DIXIELAND ONE-STEP
Price 2/9 per set, 2/11 post fresq
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yESTERDAY DON DESTAFANO
left the musical profession to
join the Royal. Army Medical

Corps for the duration.
There can be few accordionists in

,this country to whom the name is
not familiar.

Broadcasting as far back as 1927
from the old station at Savoy Hill,
Don became famous as a stage and
variety attraction even before he
made. his name in the orchestral.
world.

Even to -day his early Columbia
recordings are still sought after by
students as models on which tc, base
their own technique and many of yoi
may remember how, in 1929, with
brother Rico. he scored such an out-
standing success in the West End
revue Dear Love " at the Palace
Theatre.

With the advent of the talkies, he left
variety for the band world, and opened
with Alfredo Campoli at the Devon-
shire Restaurant, now known as
tha.S an Mateo-,_ -

Froth- there he went with both Manto-
vani to the Monseigneur and with
Gerald() to the Savoy. finally joining
David Java at the Café Anglais for a
memorable month's engagement that
eventually lasted four years.

His final move was made some time
ago. when he went with the same leader
to the Queen's Brasserie -in Leiester
Square. where to -day a vacant place on
the stand denotes a gap in the West
End that cannot be filled by all the
demolition squads in town.

During the past two years 1 have had
the privilege of working with him on
many occasions.

On Saturday we did our last broad-
cast together, lunching afterwards in
a little restaurant in Compton Street,
where we discussed plans for the future.

During his temporary absence, the
profession will undoubtedly miss him
for the fine musician that he is.

I shall miss him as a personal friend.
* * *

Strangely enough, even as I took the
sheet containing these words from my
typewriter, I received a 'phone call for
the first time in months from RAY
WEBB, another old pal of mine who
joined the Royal Air Force some time
ago.

Ray, who at the outbreak of war was
probably one of the three best guitarists
in this country, told me at he is
studying for a post as- -Air Mechanic.

In between exams., however, he still
finds time to run through a few chord
progressions on his instrument, and
with typical modesty confessed a hope
that his name would not be forgotten in
the profession by the time he once more
returned to civvies and Archer Street.

He need have no fear of that
happening.

Even those musicians who have never
had the opportunity of meeting him and
finding out for themselves what a grand
person he is will not easily forget the
fine work he used to do with Benny
Carter, Phil Watts. and Jack Jackson,
both on records and over the air.

What a session it will be when we all
get together again for the first time
after the war!

*
And now, before we all finally burst

into tears, let me tell you about tht

SO LONG, DON!
ERIC WINSTONE'S PAGE

PAULETTE GODDARD
does a little"dictating"
on her own account

with her accordion

accordionist who was so short that
when he pulled his socks up he blind-
folded himself . . .!

Elegant piano interpolations on
records by the London Accordion Band
these days are by young up-and-coming
musician RON SELBY.

Only eighteen years of age, away from
the studios Ronnie can be heard push-
ing down the keys for Harry Leader at
the Hammersmith Palais, where he is
proving that, in- spite of his years, he
tacks nothing in experience.

Believe it or not, he actually started
playing at the age of four, when,
balanced on a pyramid of telephone
directories and cushions ad lib., he ham-
mered out a juvenile version of
Valencia.

Later, armed with a concertina, he
apparently spent most of his school
days strolling from classroom to class-
room serenading masters and pupils
alike.

A definite improvement on the old
system of providing apples for
teachers.. .

*
In need of an accordionist to play

with his Hawaiian Serenaders at
Kettering last Sunday, Felix Mendels-
sohn put through an urgent 'phone call
to my home address to know whether I
could make the date.

Unfortunately, previous commitments
-prevented me from going, but, passing
the message on to JIMMIE ROBERT-
SON, I had the satisfaction Of being
able to help friend Felix out of a diffi-
culty at the last moment.

Actually, Jimmie's past experience
on the stage makes him an ideal person
for stepping into a programme at a
moment's notice,  and playing as he is
at the Coliseum, he must have found
the swing rhythms of Maestro Mendels-
sohn a pleasant contrast to the more
restricted tempos of pantomime. . . .

* * *
American evacuee DAVID DUNCAN

had an unusual break recently in the
States when he appeared with his
accordion during the Original Amateur
Hour that goes out every week over a
coast -to -coast Columbia network.

Introduced by Major Edward Bowes,
famed radio-, impresario, David. who
lived before the war in Dundee, posed
for a photograph clad in a Stewart
plaid kilt, and told the genial Major
that he hoped to shortly return to Scot-
land to Lend a hand in entertaining the
troops.

At the moment he is living in
Syracuse.

I wonder whether he has met any of
the celebrated " boys" from that
locality. . . .

* * *
Harmonica player HARRY RAY, who

broadcast on January 4 in the In
Town To -night" programme, certainly
lays claim to having played his instru-
ment in many unusual circumstances.

From an audience of bargees at the
London Docks, where he originally
worked, he has played on horseback out
East, and also while sitting on the top
of the highest Pyramid in Egypt, a fact
that no doubt accounts for " the camel's
scornful expression and the Sphinx's
inscrutable smile."

In Africa he taught six native boys
to sing Yes, We Have No Bananas in
parrot English to his musical accom-
paniment.

Well, so far as that goes, he was quite
right.

We haven't...
* *

If any of you happen to pass a news-
reel theatre showing a certain Para-
mount short titled "Swing Rhythms,"

strongly advise the 'immediate invest-

ment of ninepence at the box-office of
the entertainment palace concerned.

In return you will- get, half way
through the film in question, a four -
minute glimpse of Tito and his
Accordion Swingtette, a combination
consisting of three accordions, string
bass and guitar, that plays with an
attack that has never been equalled on
this side of the Atlantic.

TITO himself, as probably some of
you may know, is one of the foremost
accordion swing stars in the States, and
I have a Bluebird recording of his that
has to be heard to be believed.

At the moment I am agitating with a
leading publisher in this country to
obtain the issue of an album containing
a selection of his arrangements and
original compositions.

Possibly, now that we are finally in
the New Year, I may have some more
news for you in this direction soon.

* * *
Talking of music publishers, a girl

friend of mine went into a shop
yesterday to buy some popular songs.

Smiling at the assistant, she said:
"Can I get ' Careless ' for one and
six? "

" No, miss," he replied. " But I
can get you ' In The Mood ' for two
shillings."

As an " Agony Column," this page cer-
tainly achieves results.

Following last week's inquiry by
Douglas Pearse concerning the
whereabouts of accordionist CHAS.
ROBERTS, I am now able to print the
exclusive information that the gentle-
man in question is working for the
E.N.S.A. organisaticn, and wishes to be
remembered to all his friends back in
Yorkshire.

So if you still want to trace that
little blonde you met on the pier at
Southsea last year, you had better tell
me all about it.

Well, perhaps not all about it. . . .

* * *
In contrast to the " blitz " tales that

originate from the Dover district comes
a heartening letter from drummer
FRED HAWKINS, who plays at the
Town Hall every Saturday with the
SELMER ACCORDION BAND.

In spite of air raids, augmented by
cross -Channel shelling, couples still take
the floor nightly to the strains of two
of the leading bands in this locality.

Over Christmas a record crowd turned
out to support the pluck and enterprise
of these young musicians, and when on
one occasion a shell exploded just
behind the hall, putting out, the lights,
the band carried on without stopping,
and without even a wrong note.

I 'should imagine the saxophone sec-
tion developed a sudden tremolo,
however.. ..

BARNET AT WORK AGAIN
Red -Hot U.S. Dance Band News

CHARLIE BARNET IS BACK AT WORK! THE SERIES OF ALTER-
CATIONS BETWEEN HIS MANAGERS, THE UNION AND HISBOOKERS WERE FINALLY STRAIGHTENED OUT; CHARLIE

BOUGHT BACK HIS CONTRACT FOR AN UNSPECIFIED BUT
ALLEGEDLY FIVE -FIGURE, SUM, AND PETRILLO REINSTATED HIM
IN THE UNION. THE BAND OPENS AT HARLEM'S APOLLO THEATRE
THIS WEEK (writes Leonard Feather from New York).
To add yet another touch of glamour

to his escapades, Charlie astonished
everyone last week by running off to
Miami and eloping with Harriet Clark,
beautiful blonde, who worked with the
band a few months ago, when he always
expressed his dislike for her singing.

The latest Mrs. Barnet is eighteen;
Charlie, though now on his fourth matri-
monial venture, is only twenty-seven.

COUNT BASIE is another big-timer
whose managerial troubles look like
being straightened out.

The failure of M.C.A. to secure book-
ings worthy of the band, which resulted
in rumours that Count would break up
the group and join Benny Goodman,
led to a decision by Petrillo that if
M.C.A. does not do a satisfactory job
within a specified time, Basie may con-
sider his contract invalid and will join
the William Morris office.

FATS' NOM -DE -DISC
In the meantime, Count is filling in

with a week at the Savoy, which is
small-time stuff for a big-time band,
though the band certainly sounds won-
derful there and is attracting large
crowds.

However, the appalling Erskine
Hawkins trumpet on the opposite band-
stand is no less popular, and it is Haw-
kins, not Basie, who is doing the broad-
casts from the famous ballroom.

BON -BON and EDDIE DURHAM
have succeeded in getting together on
the plan to have the singer front
Durham's struggling band as an
urgently needed name attraction. It
will be called Bon -Bon and His Band
featuring Eddie Durham. Recordings
for Decca are under consideration.

A new star jam session was waxed for
Milton Gabler's Commodore label last
week, with one surprise in the person
of FATS WALLER, who, masquerading
under the name of Maurice (his son's
moniker) cut four -sides with Marty
Marsala. George Brunies, Pee Wee
Russell, Eddie Condon, George Wettling
and Artie Shapiro. Titles were Oh
Sister Ain't That Hot; Dancing Foot;
Ugly Child and Georgia Grind.

BENNY GOODMAN visited the
studios again this week' for four more
sides with the full band, on two of

which Cootie played Lead trumpet, while
for the other two numbers Benny's three
white trumpet men read the music and
Cootie lounged around in the control
room.

This seems to confirm general com-
ment in the musical as well as the Negro
Press here that COOTIE was not making
the wisest possible step in leaving
DUKE ELLINGTON.

The latter arrived in town last week;
currently he is the Duke of Flatbush,
playing at the Flatbush Theatre in
Brooklyn; next week he is the Duke of
the Windsor Theatre in the Bronx, and
after that he reaches Harlem.

Ray Nance, now permanently In
Cootie's chair, is reported to be con-
tinuing an admirable job in this tough
spot. The band has six weeks at the
Casa Manana, a club outside Los
Angeles, starting January 2, with fre-
quent broadcasts. The Casa Manana is
currently occupied by your old friend
Ben Pollack.

EDDIE DE LANGE, that mercurial
eccentric, is up and at it again with
a new band, rehearsed by Henry
Biagini and featuring a style described
as strictly two -beat Dixieland. Which
is- strange when you consider that de
Lange spent the last year outside the
band business writing songs with
Carmen Lombardo!

Elisse Cooper, recently heard with
Tony Pastor's bunch, rejoins de Lange
in his new venture.

YOU CAN AND WILL MASTER THE
PIANO -ACCORDION WITH

SEYMOUR BURNS'
Method of eeriest Piaw-Aecordiog playidg.
The only progressive method which leads to

complete mastery of the instrument.
A method that makes the difficult easy. It is a sure route
to perfect Piano-Accordies playleg in a scientific way.
Contains sway subject described in the simplest manse,.
The Seymour flume method will open the
way to the sure attainment of your musical

ambitions.
Full of charts and diagrams that tell you how
simply you can train Yourself in your own
home. without any interference with your

regular work.
Price 5/7 post free.

BRON'S ORCHESTRAL SERVICE
47, Gerrard Street, London. W.I.
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THE GREATEST
DANCE BAND
AIRING! decent

Radio Reviewed

bu

"DETECTOR"

WHEN in the Radio Times I
saw listed for 12.30 p.m. last
Sunday week " A Dance Band

Of The R.A.F." I wasn't unduly im-
pressed. I had heard " A Dance
Band Of The R.A.F." over the air
more than once previously, and the
result hadn't been anything to get
madly excited about.

But this broadcast had not been
going for more than three minutes
before I was so excited that I had
the whole household in a dither
thinking I had gone scatty.

Perhaps I had. But there was good
reason for it.

Any of you who were lucky enough to
hear this airing win, I am sure, agree
that I am not exaggerating when I say
that it was the greatest dance band
performance that has ever been broad-
cast this side of the Atlantic.

The terrific attack, the fine precision,
the understanding of the jazz language
shown in the phrasing, the irresistible
rhythm this produced, the swell
arrangements, and the excellence of
the solo work were but some of the
many features which went to make this

THE

R.Q.F. DANCE

ORCHESTRA
Sgt. Jimmy Miller (ex -Ambrose

Octet), directing;, A.C.1 Tom
Bradbury (ex -Eddie Carroll),
Harry Lewis (ex -Ambrose and
Jack Harris)-altos; A.C.1 Andy
McDevitt (ex -Ambrose and
Harris)-tenor and clarinet solo-
ist; A.C.1 Jimmy Durante (ex -
Brian Lawrance)-tenor; CpI.
Tommy McQuater (ex -Ambrose),
A.C.1 Archie Craig (ex -Ambrose)
-trumpets; A.C.1 George Chis-
holm (ex -Ambrose), Eric Breeze
(ex -Hylton, Ambrose and Harris)
-trombones; A.C.1 Ronnie
Aldridge (ex -Elsie Carlisle accom-
panist)-piano and tenor sax;
A.C.1 Sid Colin (ex -Lew Stone
and Ambrose)-guitar and vocal-
ist; A.C.1 Arthur Maden (ex-
Stone)-bass; A.C.1 Jock Cum-
mings (ex -Harris, Ambrose)-
drums; A.C.1 Billy Nicholls (ex -
Oscar Rabin)-vocalist.

PrograMme : Something In The
Air (Signature) (Arr. George
Chisholm); South Rampart Street
Parade (stock); Down By The
Ohio (busk. based on stock
arrangement); The Nearness Of
You (Arr. Chisholm); All Of Me
(Arr. Chisholm); Beat Me, Daddy,
Eight To A Bar (Arr. Jimmy
Durante); Memories Live Longer
Than Dreams (Arr. Phil Carder);
Drummer Boy (stock); Farewell
Blues (from Glenn Miller
recording); ' I Got Rhythm
(busked).

4.0.0%004/40~.0.0%""ww°40..1*._
not merely a technically good, but an
irresistibly inspiring instance of what
a dance band can do when it has the
right boys intelligently directed.

By intelligently directed, I mean a
good deal more than academically well
rehearsed and conducted.

A director has to understand the
spirit of jazz as well as the spirit of his
men, and while this may be a platitude
to some of you, it is excusable on the
grounds that it is a point which most
dance bandleaders understand no more
to -day than they did yesterday.

You have only to listen to most of
present-day dance band broadcasts to
realise just how much our bandleaders
know, or seem ever likely to know,
about even everyday dance music-or
at any rate what everyday dance music

should be-let alone about jazz in its
better forms.

This particular dance band (officially
known as the Dance Section of the
Central Band of the R.A.F.) is that
which recorded, and was originally
presented over the air, as the R.A.F.
Squadronaires, and the sooner it again
gets a distinctive title worthy of its
ability, the better it will be for 811 who
wish to make certain of hearing it on
all the future occasions the Air Council
allow it to broadcast-and let us hope
they will be many.

As you will see from the personnel
herewith, the line-up consists of many
of the boys whom we knew as the stars
of jazz in the days before the black -out
was a signal for the nightly din, and
you were just as likely to find shrapnel
as sausages on your supper plate.

Having gone through an intensive
course of training, they are now quali-
fied in their Service duties, and are
more or less free to devote most of their
time to their work in the band.

They rehearse for an average of
three hours a day, and play dances and
concerts at various R.A.F. depots
throughout the country about every
other night.

LEADER SAYS . . .

" The boys are in excellent form and
health," Sergeant Jimmy Miller told
me when I rang him up to congratu-
late him on his broadcast.

" One great advantage is that, being
now outside the scope of ` commercial'
considerations, we are able to play as
we feel we should play, and that seems
to have gone a long way towards
making everybody happy.

" Although I'm officially in charge,
all the boys have a say in what we shall
play and how we shall play it. So if
the broadcast was the success you say
it was, the credit goes to all the boys
equally.

" In addition to having been booked
for a series of B.B.C. overseas broad-
casts to North America, we hope to be
on the Home wavelengths again soon.

" Meanwhile we are doing a session
for Decca in the next few days, when
we shall record All Of Me ' and ' The
Nearness Of You,' which we broadcast,
Chisholm's arrangement of Indiana,'
and another title yet to be chosen."

Well, that's all great news-
especially the fact that the band will
be broadcast to America. Immediately
I heard it, I wished it had been in
that Christmas Day " Transatlantic
Rhythm " exchange programme. It
would, I think, have surprised our
American friends.

Finally, although it may be invidious
to single out any individual in such
an all-round excellent effort, a word
for Andy McDevitt.

You will notice that he is now play-
ing tenor (instead of alto), and a great
success he is making of it.

But it was his clarinet again that
stood out. His two choruses in the
final busk of I Got Rhythm were the
sort of things one dreams about but
seldom hears.

WINSTONE

THE standard of Eric Winstone's
Quintette seems consistently to have

risen during the past few months.
Their broadcast last Saturday (Forces:
11.45 a.m. to 12.15) showed a fine idea
of the type of music that can be pro -

Wing -Commander R. P. O'Donnell discusses a musical matter with Jimmy Miller, leader
of the.R.A.F. Dance Band, while four of the boys look on. They ire (left to right):
Tommy Bradbury (sax), George Chisholm (trombone), Sid Colin (guitar) and Tommy

McQuater (trumpet)

duced from accordions backed with
solid rhythm.

Before the war the Quintette was
known for its straight broadcasts over
Empire and National wavelengths.

The recent addition of Roy Marsh on
vibraphone has made it possible to
intersperse straight numbers with swing
rhythms from a quartette consisting of
accordion, vibraphone, bass and' guitar.

The inclusion of Jack Plant gives
scope also for Eric's fine imaginative
phrasing behind vocals.

Definitely a Quintette to watch.

JACK PAYNE .

LAST week Jack Payne and his Band
completed the first of their engage-

ments for an indefinite period with the
B.B.C.

Of course, I was not able to listen to
all their programmes, but I heard suffi-
cient to enable me to realise the general
trend of the band.

Except for the uncertainty of the
grass section (there were far too many
cracked notes from the trumpets), it
seemed to be reasonably competent as
bands go these days; but whether Jack
Payne's attempts to provide every-
thing, from jingles to Jazz, and comedy
to classics, will be as successful as he
hopes remains to be seen.

As usual with J. P., the programmes
were largely filled with so-called con-
cert arrangements, and, as usual, they
were mostly too overdone. But I did
like his arrangement of Star Dust,
especially the accompaniment to the
vocal chorus.

But perhaps the most interesting
behind -the -scenes story about Jack
Payne's broadcasts is the co-operation
that exists between him and Mrs. Jack
Payne (Peggy Cochrane to you).

Before each programme, they go into
a huddle to discuss musical " ways and
means," and one of the results of these
huddles has been the composition of a
signature tune Your Company Is Re-
quested, for the programmes of that
title which Jack is to broadcast.

PEGGY COCHRANE .

Peggy Cochrane, in addition to her
skill on piano and violin, is particularly
keen on modern arrangements of
rhythmic tunes, - and spends hours
listening to America and hearing how
they do things over there.

She has just published a novelty
piano solo Busy Day, and, of course, is
being featured in " Moods Modernistic "
on piano.

A compliment to her piano -playing
is the fact that Arthur Young specially
asked her to play his new duet with him
on his forthcoming programme " The
Young Idea," with Jack Payne. This
is a number called liontics, in which
they will both be heard.

Incidentally, while still on the subject
of Jack Payne's broadcasts, I am not a
particular admirer of so-called comedy
arrangements, but members of the
public to whom I happen to have been
talking seem to have been much taken
by Jack's comedy version of Good
Morning, Sergeant-Major.

Be that as it may, the interesting
part about this number that will not be
generally known is that Jack Payne
himself took all the parts, adjusting his
voice suitably.

DANCE BAND
DON'TS No. 12
DON'T FORGET DRESS DETAILS.

-I have stressed over and over
again in this feature the importance of
detail. One of the points that many
leaders miss is that of dress.

Whether you dress your band in some
specially designed uniform, or in
straightforward evening dress, for good-
ness' sake do pay attention to detail.
Some quite trifling error can often
nullify a tremendous amount of effort.

For instance, I saw a band recently
which was immaculately turned out in
starched, white, well -tailored jackets.
Collars and ties were up-to-date, clean
and well -adjusted.

Shoes were elegant and trousers nicely
creased. In fact, the whole set-up was
a delight to the eye.

The bandleader evidently thought so,
too, for he had had the band built up on
a high dais, so that every detail of his
men's attire was visible. But, alas, this
proved his undoing.

For one of the boys, sitting in the
front row, was wearing a pair of strike -
me -dead socks-horrible monstrosities
in coloured stripes.

Against the immaculate dressing of
everybody else, these socks struck the
eye like a flash of lightning.

The dancers soon began to notice
them. Couple after couple, as they went
past the stand, took a glance at the
socks and giggled.

For a long time the leader noticed
nothing. Then he began to see that
every time there was a crowd round the
band they were sniggering and passing
some kind of joke about the band.

The leader looked round the band but
could see nothing. His searching glance
put the boys off, who wondered what
was the matter and couldn't even guess.

Finally the band, which had been an
excellent outfit, deteriorated so much
that it became out-and-out bad. In a
word, the band's performance was
wrecked by the socks.

Sounds silly, doesn't it? But I saw it
happen.

Mark the moral.

U.S. JOTTINGS
The SAM DONAHUE Band, formerly

Sonny Burke's, started the new chap-
ter of its career with the tenor man in
front at an Albany hotel while their
" fired " leader, Burke, is arranging for
Charlie Spivak's Orchestra.

JIMMIE LUNCEFORD'S Orchestra,
whose record sales had dropped con-
siderably since his transfer from
Vocalion to the more expensive
Columbia label, went into the Decca
fold from January 1.

Also signed by Decca is HAZEL
SCOTT, who, in addition to making an
album of piano solos featuring her
classical transcriptions, will do a vocal
session with a pick-up jam band, two
of the four numbers being shared with
the increasingly popular Erskine
Butterfield.

Hazel is the British -born girl who for
the past year or more has been the big
hit at Café Society
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JERRY DAWSON'S
(IN the air to -night (Friday) admirers

of diminutive George Elrick will be
interested in his new radio programme,
" Cheerful Earful," which will include as
guest artist songstress Evelyn Laye.

George is pleased with life these days,
for not only is his solo variety act doing
very well indeed, but his new party
dance, written in collaboration with
John Warren -The Anderson Stoop-
is now the rage of the ballrooms in
Glasgow.

It is also currently featured on the
stage by Flanagan and Allen and will
be released to the southern ballrooms in
the near future.

In spite of frequent losses owing to the
boys being called up for military service,
most Lancashire bandleaders are con-
triving to keep their bands more or less
up to standard, and amongst these is
Jack Cannon, whose band is still pulling
'em in at the Palais de Dense at Bury.

Small though this typical Lancashire
town may be, its dancers are numerous
and the Palais plays to capacity on most
evenings.

Jack and the boys have been doing a
number of Sunday concerts of late, and
only last Sunday they played the
Ambassador, at Pendleton, on a bill
which included Al Bowlly and Jimmy
Mesene and Flotsam and Jetsam.

Al and Jimmy, by the way, have con-
siderably altered the style of their act
since I last saw it at Huddersfield some
months ago, and good though it was
then, it is even better now.

The two boys are now using some very
good arrangements, and with both of
them right on top form the result is an
act which is as good as anything of its
kind in vaudeville to -day.

I still can't understand how they do it
with two such different voices, but there
it is . . . .

GOSSIP FROM THE
This current week, Al and Jimmy are

playing the- Trocadero, Elephant and
Castle, and return to Lancashire next
week to play the Theatre Royal, Roch-
dale.

With an average age of 17, a recently
formed band-Ken Walls and his Boys-
is doing some good work around the
Wigan district of Lancs. With no im-
mediate call-up" worries; these boys
should be able to look forward to the
future with confidence.

Ken leads his boys on alto and
clarinet, the others being : --Charlie
Davenport (trumpet); Trevor Evans
(guitar); Ron Walters (piano); Norman
Walls (drums).

Playing every Saturday at the Holly -
oak Hall, Liverpool, Charlie Ellison and
his Collegians are pulling in some very
good business, and let in the New Year
with a record crowd.

This is still another very youthful
band-only two of its members being
over 18-and, in spite of the fact that
Merseyside has so often been the tar-
get centre for the Nazi bombers, only
on one occasion have any of the boys
failed to turn up.

This was during a particularly
heavy raid, but even then piano,
trumpet and drums carried on in spite
of the fact that some of the windows
were blown in whilst the session was
in progress.

With Charlie Ellison leading on alto
and clarinet, the rest of the line-up is:
Fred Roberts (alto and fiddle); Les
Pierce (tenor and fiddle); Stan Crouch
(trumpet); Bill Williams (piano), and
Ron Robertson (drums).

is *
February 2 is an important date for

northern maestro Johnny Rosen, for

this completes for him and his 'band
six years' service with Messrs. Lewis's,
Ltd.

Naturally in so long a period, there
have been numerous changes in the
line-up of the band, and since the out-
break of war Johnny has lost all but
one of those who were with him in the
days immediately prior to the war, but
he still nevertheless, manages to offer
a band which upholds the standard
which he set himself when he left the
Hylton organisation to become a band-
leader.

The band is remaining at the Liver-
pool store for the time being, and in
his spare time Johnny is a member of
a recently formed fire -watching squad
in Wallasey, where he lives.

*
Yesterday (Thursday) tenor saxist

Ernie Mills made his initial appearance
on the stage with Harry Roy's Band.
Ernie has for long been known in
Manchester and district as a very fine
tenor player and his break is well
deserved.

At one time with Freddie Platt at
Rochdale and later with Joe Kirkham
at the Palace, Douglas, he has for some
months now been a corner man with
Johnny Healey's Band at the Palais-
de Dance at Bolton, and Johnny has
sportingly agreed to release him at
short notice to enable him to join the
Roy outfit.

His successor at Bolton has not-
at the time of writing-been an-
nounced.

A few weeks ago I mentioned in these
columns a certain party of gunners on
a lonely searchlight station who had
no radio.

My notes were read by a widow, a Mrs.
Cudclington, who lives in Lancaster. and
she has offered to supply a portable

NORTH
set which she has, to be sent to these
boys.

I have already written to her accept-
ing her most generous offer and would
like sincerely to thank the lady for her
practical and welcome gesture. I have
also written to - the boys concerned,
and although I have as yet not had a
reply, I am sure they will be " tickled
to death " at the prospect.

Gestures like that of Mrs. Cudding-
ton help to restore one's faith in human
nature, and I hope to have the pleasure
of thanking the lady personally some
day.

*
Have heard from Frank King-Picca-

dilly Club, Glasgow-to the effect that
following my remarks in the " M.M." a
couple of weeks ago, he was able to
contact pianist Arthur King, who is
now with the band.

As he is augmenting his band, Frank
would like Frank Osborne, a trombone
player, to write or 'phone him at once.

*
In succession to Loraine and his

Band, Ralph Green's "Swingtette "
opened up an Monday at the Ritz. Man-
chester.

Ralph was the drummer in the
Loraine outfit, and has retained the
services of the bassist, Jack Seymour.
The rest of the boys are: Jack Firman
(piano) ; Jimmy Gallier , (alto and
clarinet) and Les Moss (trumpet).

This outfit, even in its initial stages,
it a swingy little unit, and when it
settles down should prove more than
ordinarily good. Ralph himself-he is
only 18-is a very promising drummer,
and was strongly- commended almost a
year ago when he played drums with
the winning band-Stan Scholes Kit-
Kat Band-at the MELODY MAKER Con-
test at Rochdale. This is his first
venture as a bandleader, and looks like
turning up trumps.

Important Notice

R.S. AMPLIFIERS
Limited,

HAVE PLEASURE IN ANNOUNCING

THAT SEVERAL MODELS ARE NOW

AVAILABLE

FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

Service Dept.
Our Service Dept. is now fully equip-
ped to deal promptly with all classes
of repair and maintenance for all
TRUVOICE Models. All work
entrusted to us will receive the same
high standard of workmanship with
which' the name of TRUVOICE has
been inseparably associated.

Fullest information will gladly be furnished
on request.

R.S. AMPLIFIERS LTD.
3 and 4, HIGHFIELD ROAD.
SHEPPERTON, MIDDLESEX.

Telephone: Walton -on -Thames 1019.

BRONS
ORCHESTRAL SERVICE

ALL THE PUBLISHERS'
ORCHESTRATIONS IN STOCK. ALSO
FULL RANGE OF INSTRUMENTS

AND ACCESSORIES.
EVERYTHING FOR THE MODERN
DANCE BAND UNDER ONE ROOF.
Orders for 5/- or over C.O.D. if required.
COMPLETE CATALOGUE SENT ON
APPLICATION. JUST GIVE US A RING.

47 GERRARD St., W.1
Telephone: GERrard 3995

INSTRUMENTS WANTED
SAXOPHONES, Clarinets. Accordions, etc.,

purchased for CASH; cheque by return.-W.
PUMFREY, LTD., 92-94, Stockwell Road,
S.W.9. 'PHONE: BRixton 2605.
SPOt-CASH for saxophones, clarinets,

trumpets, piano accordions, and all musical
instruments. Consult us first. We definitely
pay more-HARTS, 21, High Street, Aylesbury,
Bucks.

SAXOPHONE wanted. -70, Haydons Road,
Wimbledon, S.W.19. 'Phone: LIBerty 4913.

Classified Advertisements
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 11.

INSTRUMENTS FOR SALE
PIANO ACTION, Glockenspeil, by Rewires,

perfect, £4.-LEN WOOD.
HOHNER accordion, 120 bass, £15; Console,

24/10; Premier Ace, £7; Leedy Broadway, £7.
--JOHNNY FROST, 6, Meard Street, Wardour
Street, W.I.

DRUM HEADS, snare and batter. 12/6 and
15/-; bass drum heads, 25/-; iapping included.
Same -day service at LEN WOOD.

TRUMPET, Monarch, silver plated, perfect
condition, plush -Lined case, 23/15.-28, Nor-
wood Crescent, Southport.

SINGLE TYMP., 24 -in., copper shell, slide -in
feet, Parsons, perfect, £6.-LEN WOOD.

INSTRUMENTS FOR SALE

DON BOWLES
Bargains.-Premier Sticks, 2/3; Brushes, 2/6;
High Hat Pedals, 27/6.

288, HIGH STREET, CROYDON

BRAND NEW Carton bass drum, 26 x 15,
Leedy side drum, stand and pedal, complete,
29/15: will separate. -70, Haydons Road, Wim-
bledon. LIBerty 4913.

CHINESE CYMBALS, 11 -in. 12/6,
14on. 15/6, 18 -in. (Ray Bauduc)
WOOD.

WANTED!
12 -in. 13/6.
25/ -.-LEN

Immediately-names and addresses of all avail-
able musicians (ladies and gentlemen)-to assist
our bandleaders in filling vacancies. Lucrative
and long engagements.

Simply send a postcard asking for form "BD150"
to-

MECCA AGENCY, Ltd.,
"HOUNDSWOOD," RADLETT,
HERTS. Radlett 6602.

INSTRUMENTS WANTED
DON BOWLES pays cash by return for

secondhand instruments, especially drums. -
288. High Street. Croydon. (Cro 5224.)

W ANTED. saxophones and clarinets, low
pitch only. State price required.-BRON'S
ORCHESTRAL SERVICE, 47, Gerrard Street,
London, W.I.

WANTED, professional hand microphone
(secondhand) with loudspeaker, good con-
dition.-Box 2722, Metnoy MAKER.

TEMPLE BLOCKS, drummers' kits or parts;
free collection. -115, Longwood Gardens,
Ilford. Val. 1528.

WANTED, piano accordions and B flat
trumpets. State price required.-BRON'S
ORCHESTRAL SERVICE, 47, Gerrard Street,
London, W.1.

INSTRUMENTS WANTED
CASH FOR DRUMS

waiting at
LEN WOOD'S

for bass drums, sets, snare drums and parts.
PART EXCHANGES

12, Richmond Buildings, off Dean Street, W.1.
Gerrard 1366.

WANTED SECONDHAND
Saxophones, piano -accordions, clarinets, trum-
pets, trombones, guitars, drums, etc. FOR
IMMEDIATE CASH. State fullest particulars
and lowest price, or send your instrument
direct. You'll definitely get more from ALEX.
BURNS, LTD., 118, SHAFTESBURY AVENUE.
LONDON, W.I.

MUSICIANS
wanted for

ROYAL MARINE BANDS
Musicians are required for Royal
Marine Bands for service afloat
during the period of hostilities. Age
limit 18 to 46 years. Qualifications
are as follows :-

(a) Good knowledge of music.
(b) Ability to play 'wood wind, brass,

or string instruments.
Preference will be given to double -
handed instrumentalists, i.e.

(r) A String Instrument and a Brass
Instrument.

(2) A String Instrument and a Wood
Wind Instrument.

Apply with musical credentials to your nearest
Combined Recruiting Centre, the address of
which can be obtained from any Ministry of
Labour Employment Exchange. Usual rates
of pay ; Good Food ; Marriage, Children's and
Dependent's Allowances where applicable.

MEMORIZEYOUR MUSIC
and play confidently from sight.

If you can play at all from the music write for my
FREE book (postage 21.d.), "The Master -Method of
Memory -Playing and Sight -Reading," and learn,
how YOU can play from memory with confidence
and at sight with ease and certainty. No knowledge
of Harmony required. State whether you play the
Piano,Violin, Sax., Banjo, 'Cello or Organ, and if a
moderate or advanced player, to : REGINALD FOORT,
F.R.C.O. (STUDIO 4), Temporary War -time Address-

IVY HOUSE, ADULRBURY, NEM! BANBURY.

VIOLIN RHYTHM
The only book of its kind on Nlociern
Rhythmic Wolin playing.
KEITH PAWNEE  CO. LTD, 0.43 POLAMO ST, LONDON, w.I

SAXOPHONE PADS
SHOP-SOILED, UNUSED,WHITE FELT and KID,
EXCELLENT FOR CUTTING DOWN. LARGE
ENOUGH FOR ALTO, TENOR Or BARITONE.

2/6 per set.
56, Barnfield Rd.. Burnt Oak, Edgware. Middlesex.

Band Bookers' Guide
M.Mmtun nr,r, 7 insertions Cl

Eddie
Roberts

ANY SIZE BAND, ANYWHERE IN
ENGLAND. Communications:

IS Hatton Gdn., EC I Phone HOL 5211 or Barnet 3214
MEMIllMalammmollat
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Telephone enquiries shoidd
be made to Temple Bar 24411
(extension 258). Small ad-
vertisements received by
telephone will be held
pending the receipt of cash.
Classified advertisements for
insertion in "The Melody
Maker " can be handed in
at the Trade Counter, Third
Floor, 92 Long Acre,

London, W.C.2.

C lassified Advertisemems
All Small Advertisements must be prepaid and sent to arrive not later than first post Tuesday morning to :-
Advertisement Manager, "The Melody Maker," 92, Long Acre, London, TEMple Bar 2468

advertisements are accepted subject to the "copy" being approved by the Management. 2.-The Management reserves the right to refuse to insert any advertisement, even though
accepted and paid for, and to make alterations necessary to the maintenance of its standards. 3.-The Management does not undertake that the Advertisement will be inserted or that it will be
inserted on any specified data or dates. 4.-Cancellation or alterations of "copy" must be received at "The Melody Maker" offices not later than Tuesday mid -day for the issue of that week.

S.-All orders and contracts are accepted subject to cancellation by the Management without notice.

IT'S A SCARTH BARGAIN - IT'S GEN
PIANO ACCORDION; " Alvari," 4x treble, 120 TUNABLE TOM TOM, "Premier," rs

bass, latest model, white pearl finish, as new, Silver Flash, single head, as new, £311210.
in case. 114/14. ACCORDION, '' Riosa," 48 bass, blue pearl easing,PIANO ACCORDION, "Morelli," 41 treble keys, perfect condition ,in ease. UAL120 bass, octave coupler, good condition, in
case, 414/14,

PIANO ACCORDION, "Sobrano," 3x treble keys,
24 bass, brown macrolaque casing, good con-
dition, in (-act', 924.

GUITAR, "National," all metal, Hawaiian model, price. 1130,
chrome, as new, in case. 1110.

TROMBONE, " Boosey," silver-plated, best BARITONE SAX,"Buescher-Elkhart" ES, low pitch
quality, low pitch, suitable dance or orchestral, silver plated, excellent condition, with stand GUITAR, "Milner," 6 -string 'cello model, black
as new, in leather case. 410110. and case. 920. with white purfling,goodcondition,in case. 15/6
EACH INSTRUMENT GUARANTEED IN PERFECT PLAYINII CONDITION. PART EXCHANGE ARRANGED ON YOUR PRESENT INSTRUMENT.

FOLDING BASS DRUM, "Warwick," a a Ts,
Silver Flash. double tension, perfect, in case. 910.

TRUMPET, "Conn," New York Symphony model,
silver-plated, brand new, in case, at pre-war

G. SCARTH, LTD

ELECTRIC GUITAR, "Selmer" de luxe model, in
plush lined case, amplifier and speaker in separate
case, AC/DC, new. AM
TENOR SAX, " Pennsylvania," By, low pitch,

silver-plated, late model, good condition, in eau,
(worn-) 01111$.

MICROPHONE EQUIPMENT, "Magnapbone,"
A.C. /D.C., late model, chrome plated mike and
stand, one loudspeaker, portable, all as new,
perfect reproduction. 920 complete.

VINE
THIS WEEK'S MUSIC OFFERS.

ACCORDION, " Leibesleid," Kreisler, 2/S.
PIANO, " Harlem," E. Carroll, 1 1
ALTO SAX, " Deep South Mood," Benny Carter

1 /1.
TRUMPET, so Hot Licks, Z. Elman. 2/1.

THE NEW DRUM BOOK.
160 PROGRESSIVE DRUM RHYTHMS.

RAY BAUDUC. 2,1 POST FREE

55 CHARING CROSS ROAD, (Next to Leicester Square Tube Station).9 LONDON, W.C.2. Ger. 7241 Open Daily (except Sundays) 9-5 p.m.

CONN BARITONE SAXOPHONE, gold lacquered,
low pitch, full system, late property of well
known player, case

dEDSON "C" MELODY SAXOPHONE, low
pitch, full system, plated, excellent condition
complete in fitted case

CONN 'TRUMPET, S.P.G.B., orchestral model,
medium bore, thank change to A, twin water
keys, fitted case ... 215 10s.

CABART CLARINET, low pitch, rings and rollers,
wood, brand new condition ... ... 97 101'

B OOSEY FLUTE, high pitch, ebonite, closed G
Boehm, silver action, one-piece column, beauti-
ful instrument

N O NAME CON ANGLAIS, low pitch, automatics,
wood, plated keywork, fitted case ... 910

SELMER BASS CLARINET, low pitch, covered
hole Albert system, low E flat, double octave
key, brand new condition, in beautifully fitted

Write for our List-any instrument purchased for
Cash or taken in Part Exchange.

W. PUMFREY, LTD.
92/4, STOCKWELL ROAD,

LONDON, S.W.9.
Tel. Na. : Edenton MU.

MUSICAL SERVICES
PIANOFORTE accompaniments arranged to

melodies and music orchestrated from 2s., by
lady; lyrics set.-Box 419, MELODY MAKER.

CARRINGTON BRIGGS, composer, Leven,
Hull, Yorks.=Musical settings to lyrics.
Revisions, orchestrations.

C. MERRICK, Goytrey, Pontypool, teaches
improvisation (stylish and hot) for trumpet
and sax. by post.

PRINTING
DANCE POSTERS in all sizes; best quality,

keen prices.-Write for specimens, ARTHURS
PRESS, LTD., Woodchester, Stroud, Glos.

TUITION WANTED
LESSONS in syncopation required from -first-

class pianist.-Write, MISS KEEL, 18, Spencer
Street, E.C.1.

RECORDS FOR SALE
SWING records, almost half-price, all bands,

1/9 brand new; send stamped envelope for
list, or call; records bought and exchanged.-
MORRIS'S, 89, Tottenham (middle) Court
Road. W.1. Museum 4910.

HOT DISCS, Send stamp for long lists.
D. S. MARTELL, 2, Park 'Avenue, Bedford.

RECORDING
FOR over four years STAR SOUND

STUDIOS have been producing the finest
private recordings. London Studio 17, Caven-
dish Square (2 min. from B.B.C.). Broadcasts
still recorded at Kenton.-Appointments booked
by telephone (Arnold 6222) or letter: STAR
BOUND STUDIOS. Kenton, Middlesex,

RECORDS WANTED
SWING records bought.-R. HEATH, 126,

Mitcham Lane, Streatham, S.W.16.

LIBRARY WANTED
LIGHT and orchestral music, also dance,

required by Forces musician.-Offers and par-
ticulars to Box 2718, MELODY Maims.

DANCE NOVELTIES
DANCE NOVELTIES for brighter dances;

stamp for price list.-LONDON WAREHOUSE
CO., 23, Vicarage Gate. W.8.

ENGAGEMENTS WANTED
DRUMS. GEORGE TIBBITTS now open for

gigs or perm; good kit, car.-'Phone Houns-
low 2381.

ALTO clarinet, first-class; available gigs
Monday to -Friday evenings, Saturday after-
noons.-WOOD, Victoria 6729.

TRUMPET, vocalist, M.M. individualist,
-requires gigs.-CHARLIE, 140, Church Hill
Road, Cheam, Surrey. 'Phone: Fairlands 8505

DRUMMER ERNIE MASON.-Gigs or perm.
-221, Links Road, S.W.17. Mitcham 4203.

ALTO, tenor sax, violin, vacant for gigs.-
INGRAM, 34, Winnington Road, Enfield.

DRUMMER, young, exempt, seeks gigs or
perm.; car. -65, Denman Drive, N.W.11.

TRUMPET, now free gigs or perm.-BERT
LAMPRELL, 40, Westwick Gardens, -W.11.

TRUMPET wishes to join S.P. band; willing
to rehearse.-T. W. EVANS, 130, Plumstead
Road, Plumstead, S.E.18.

DRUMMER, modern style and swing, vacant
for gigs or straight.-STR. 34;7.

ENGAGEMENTS WANTED
SAX TEAM (two); anywhere; car; -Binary;

mike. -70, Haydons Road, Wimbledon. Liberty
4913.

FIRST-CLASS pianist. good style, evenings
or week -end afternoons.-STAN PEARSE.
CHA. 8308. (Week -days 9-3.30.)

DRUMMER, discharged Army, requires perm.
Console kit. -39, Belvue Road, Northolt, Middx.

ALTO CLARINET, soloist five years top -line
stage and broadcasting band. Will accept
gigs. 'PHONE: Mai. 8225.

DRUMMER, young, late Winter Gardens,
Bournemouth; gigs invited' for duration.
Pollards 3413.-NASH, 78, Barrow Road,
Streatham,

SMALL BAND WISH FOR ENGAGEMENTS;
MODERATE PRICES. -- APPLY, RAY'S
RHYTHM BOYS, 134, CAMBERWELL NEW
ROAD, CAMBERWELL, LONDON, S.E.S.

STRING BASS, S. and D., young, exempt,
now playing with well-known London band,
desires change.-Box 2720, MELODY MAKER,

13E8'1' PRICES
FOR YOUR OLD SAXOPHONE, CLARINET, TRUMPET, ACCORDION
DRUMS. NEVER MIND THE CONDITION, SEND DETAILS, OR BETTER STILL SEND
THE INSTRUMENT. WE WILL PAY CARRIAGE AND CASH SENT SAME DAY.

LEW DAVIS OFFERS
Still the " BEST BARGAINS " in Musical Instruments. Send for complete lists. Every bedrooms

in perfect playing condition and complete with case and accessories.
SAXOPHONES, ALTO.

KING, spas I p, full artist's, overhauled £20;0
KING, I p lac., full artist, perfect £22,0
KING " ZEPHYR," I p, lac.. as new .. £32,0
MARTIN, 1 p, lac.. nickel keys, new. 1940

model ..
MARTIN, I p. spgb, overha.u.led, pe;fect - £26 0
PAN AMERICAN, I p, spgb. repadded, etc. 222,0

SAXOPHONES, TENOR.
LE GRANDE, spas I p. overbauled.perfect 215/10
PIERRET, spa, I p. perfect 620,0
KINGSWAY, 1 p, spas brand new.. - 830/0

TRUMPETS.
DEARMAN 'Master Model.'spgb, b & torft.
ROLLS DIPLOMAT, lac., h ii 1, recent mod.
KING, spgb, I p, replated, as new -
MARTIN, lac.. 1 pitch, like new
BESSON 'International. I p.
MANHATTAN, lac.. h 6, I pitch. new
OLDS, I p, lac., only 6 months use, snip ..
KING, silverbell trumpet cornet, alt, new
CONN. 1 p, lac., just as new..

TROMBONES.
HAWKS Class A, stet,, perfect elides ..
L.D. Standard, h & I, gold lac., like new ..

TROMBONES (Contimied)
DEARMAN, U.S.A. mod., 1 p, gold lac..snip £14
LAFLEUR "PICCADILLY," I D. nigh. per-

fect steles E13 /10
LEWDAVICDeLoseAutograob.lhial.comer £16 0
OLDS, I Is lac.. recent model, perfect . £26/0
BUESCHER, 1940 mod.. lac.. terrific offer 112810
MARTIN, 1 p, spgb, perfect slides £26 0
FRENCH MODEL, brass. I p. perfect £5 10
HAWKES, Class A. brass, like new .. £6 15

PIANO ACCORDIONS.
BOHNER " Student I." 8 bins. as new 15 10
ALVARI, 24 bass,25 piano keys,onlyaoiled £6/19.6
HORNER "Carman IS 24 bans 34 p.k..per. £8,0
HOMIER' 1055,' 120 bass, 3 voiee, show-

room soiled, white finish..
SANT1ANELLL 120 bass. 4 voice, treble

and bass couplers, almost new, curved
keyboard, storm pearl finish .

TONELLA, 24 bees. 25 p.k., soiled only ..
germane SOPRANI, "Roma" 1940, 120

bees, 4 voice, streamline finish, as new ..
SPECIAL OFFERS,

PREMIER DOMINION Snare Drum, ebony
£7 /0 finish. as new ..

£7/15 PREMIER DOMINION "Ace." ivory finish
L.D. Special. I P. gold lac., perfect_ .. 98/9 ae new

SHOWROOM OPEN SATURDAY MORNINGS
EVERY INSTRUMENT GUARANTEED BY "LEW DAVIS"

DEPOSIT WILL SECURE YOUR INSTRUMENT
Hire purchase terms available. Part Exchanges.

The KING Instrument Co. Ltd., 134, Chwirc Cross Road, London, W.C.L Phone: Tem 6562

£8 no

£16,0
£20,0
£18 0
ES 0

£30 0
S29,0
EBB /0

£26,0

128/0
£7/.5

£29/0

18/10

£10/0

MUSICIANS WANTED
WANTED.-Violoncello doubling euphonium

or trombone for a staff band permanently sta-
tioned In England; age between 38 and 90
years; good pay, prospects of musical career.
-Apply Secretary, R.E. Band, Chatham. Kent,

COMPETENT semi -pro. musicians required.-
Write, THOMAS, 152, Everabolt Street, St.
Pancras, N.W.1.

LONDON PALAIS requiree for permanency
trumpets, saxes, pianist: young, exempt pre-
ferred; state terms.-BOX 2719, MELODY MAKER,

:YOUNG SAX, doubling clarinet if possible;
also guitar.-Write, 3, Russell Hill, Purley.

WANTED, first-class trumpet, E. and d.,
must be fully experienced; audition required.
-Full particulars to EVERED DAVIS, 26, Pier
Street, Aberystwyth.

MUSICIANS WANTED
TRUMPET, tenor, bass, piano, drums, under

20, rehearse three weeks view to perm.-
Sunday, 11 a.m., or write 19, North -anger Road,
Streatham, S.W.16.

CAPABLE PIANIST wanted immediately;
good reader and busk.-Call lOa, Radbourne
Avenue, South Ealing, W.5. After 7 p.m.
Local if possible. F. E. ROCKALL,

ALL INSTRUMENTS, short stature, males
over 18, good straight/dance readers, doubling
vocals preferred.-Box 2721, MELODY MAKER.

BANDS VACANT
VERSATILE personality, straight and dance

orchestra, present resident, requires change.-
Box 2721, /Astons MAKER.

MUSICIANS WANTED, ALL INSTRUMENTS,
PARTICULARLY TRUMPET, ALTO SAX, DOUBLING VIOLIN, BASS
DOUBLING VOCALIST IF POSSIBLE. Good money, permanentjob in reception area. All letters to:-
Mr. EDDIE SHAW, Payne's Majestic Ballroom, Llandudno.

WANTED for
CASH

SAXOPHONES
TRUMPETS

DRUM SETS
STRING BASSES

PIANO ACCORDIONS

Full details to-

BOOSEY & HAWKES
LTD.

8 DENMAN STREET,
PICCADILLY CIRCUS, W.1

INSTRUMENTS FOR SALE
DRUM BARGAINS !!

FULL supplies in stock at LEN WOOD'S, 12,
Richmond Buildings, off Dean Street, W.1.(Gerrard 1386) 10 per cent. discount tomembers of H.M. Forces, No H.P. terms.

LEEDY PEARL d.t. b. drum, 28 x 15, Ludwig
super a. drum, nickel, 14 x 5, Leedy foot
cymbals, complete high-speed b.d. pedal, spurs,
Leedy wood block, cow bell, damper, sticks,
wire brushes (new), s.d. stand, cymbal arms
and post, Zildjian 11 -In, cymbal, 20 gns.; Tru-
voice 16 -watt amplifier, two speakers, In.c.
mike, real bargain, 20 gns.; owner called up.-
J. WILKINSON, 26, Rainville Road, Hammer-
smith, W,6. After 5 p.m.

12 -in, silverflash T.T., metal rim, £3.-LEN
WOOD,

FOOT PEDAL and cymbals, 10/-; rhythm
brushes, 2j9 pair; chrome s/drum stands, 10/-;
dampers, 1/-; b/ drum, 2/-; thin Turkish
cymbals, 10 in. 10/-, 11 in. 15/-; Zildjian, 13 in.,
27/6, 15/-, 30/-.-115, Longwood Gardens,Ilford.

PEDAL TYMPANI, first-class condition, £30.
-LEN WOOD.

PIANO -ACCORDION, Rohner Imperator
model, little used. Pre-war price £56. Offersinvited.-G. V., 50, Morden Court, Morden,
Surrey,

1940 SCANDALLI " three " 120 bass accordion
in jet black finish, push coupler, indestructable
mechanism, hardly used, shaped case, under
pre-war price, £23.

1930 GERALD() 38 bass, modern white pearl
finish, almost new, shaped case, bargain, price
.£19110.

1930 SUPER Selmer clarinet, Barret action,
B fiat, low pitch, used few times, plush Selmer
case, under pre-war price, £9/15.

1938 BESSON tenor horn, silver-plated,
class A, low pitch, almost unused, leather case,
half pre-war price, £11,10.

1939 GERALDO 12 bass accordion, modern
black pearl, mother-ofspearl keys, shaped case,
as new. £13,16.

1937 CONN curved B Eat soprano saxophones,
sandblast gold-plated, low pitch, little used,
fitted case, 98/15.

1938 SUPER Coueenon B flat trumpet, silver-
plated, low pitch, almost unused, case, bargain
offer, L5,10.

1937 SOBERANO 48 bass accordion, grey
pearl, exoeptional condition, shaped case,
£8'15.

VARIOUS, - Fine old French 'cello by
Ma rschond, Paris, handsome sycamore -wood
back and sides, exceptional tone, red -brown oil
varnish, immaculate condition, bow, canvas
cover and wooden case, £12.

OLD SAX ONE VIOLIN, handsome figured
back and sides, perfect preservation, bow and
case, Zl. 15.

H.M.V. 1940 portable gramophone in green,
So -day's cost 98, only used a few times. £4x10

COLUMBIA 1940 portable in black, automatic
atop, hardly used, £3.

Business hours 10.30 a.m. till 4.30 p.m. Closed
Mondays and Thursdays-HARTS, 21, High
Street. Aylesbury, Bucks.
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SID PHILLIPS
continues his series of wANDERING BAs
ARRANGING HINTS
with some words on
"LAVING dealt with the brass and the

-A- saxes in our reduced orchestra, I
now propose to talk about the rhythm
section.

I am still assuming that the exigencies
of war time have hit your band in this
department, also, and that what was a
four -piece section has only three men
now.

The instrument most likely to be dis-
carded-and this is practically without
exception-is the guitar.

We have thus piano, bass and drums
at our disposal, and since I am on the
subject of the rhythm section, it gives
me the opportunity to say some timely
things about the bass.

I have repeatedly noticed a habit
among bass players of wandering up
and down their instruments, produc-
ing notes from the highest positions
on the top string to the lowest on the
bottom string.
This may look effective, but you can

take it from me that the musical value
of the " part" thus played is less than
nil.

Personally I generally laugh when I
see an enthusiastic bass player whose
idea of " going to Town " cdnsists of
travelling through every street in it by
'bus!

My advice to bassists is: STICK TO
YOUR PART, or at least play similarly
with the piano, or the result will be a
jumble of sound which will completely
upset the rhythm of the band.

"BUSY"
You must always remember that it is

the bass which decides the harmony,
and the bass part is the most important
part in the whole scheme with the ex-
ception of the melody.

The " busy " bassist is so concerned
with " flying' about " on the fingerboard
that he forgets this absolutely vital
point.

`,111124
THE FINEST ORCHESTRAL CLUB IN THE WORLD.

TO ALL NEW SUBSCRIBERS
WHO JOIN OUR ORCHESTRAL CLUB
NOW WE WILL SEND ALL THESE

HITS IN YOUR FIRST PARCEL.

SLEEPY LAGOON

TRADE WINDS

BLUEmilainalimmuimmilAPPINESSALL

; THINGS  ARE
THE BEST THINGS
IN LIFE ARE FREE

BRAND NEW

ARRANGEMENT

RIDIN' HIGH

MY ROMANCE

BEGIN THE BEGUINE

to*

FILL

IN THIS

COUPON

NOW!

Small Orch.
Full Orch.

TERMS:
12 mths. 6 mths. I 12 mths. 6 mths.
-

I a: Tliiiaono So - lo - I U.-
Overseas Terms on request.

To CHAPPELL & CO.. Ltd.. 50. NEW BONO STREET. LONDON, W.1

I enclose £ s d. for SIX,' W'ELVE

MONTHS for combination

NAME

ADDRESS

M.M. 1811141

S -PLAYERS
In Ex. 18 you will see a typical bass

part which is quite adequate for any
type of playing, and, in the following
excerpt, I show you the kind of thing
which so many bassists deliver and
which merely detracts from the clear -

EN
6); .3-41

cut quality of the music.
I seem to have occupied all my space

this week in airing this grievance
against bassists and will, therefore,
have to leave the piano and drums for
future consideration.

r 111P

oft-J J.' I

Ai 1

r rt 7
t

C & C's FIRST PARCEL
From PARAMOUNT'S "RHYTHM ON THE RIVER" Starring BING CROSBY

ONLY FOREVER
BACKED BY

AIN'T IT A SHAME ABOUT MAME
AND

c I'LL NEVER SMILE AGAIN
TINY OLD TOWN

AND

EV'RY DAY XE DAY NEARER
CAN'T GET INDIANA OFF MY MIND

And any ONE of the following:
This applies to S.O. or F.O. Subscribers only.

HONEYSUCKLE ROSE DREAM LOVER (Waltz)
SWEET SUE TIME ON MY HANDS
I AIN'T GOT NOBODY GEORGIA

24
H

S

16

GET THESE NEW TERRIFIC

SIO PHILLIPS' ORCHESTRATIONS

THE MILL STREAM

A DEPUTY FOR THE SULTAN

EASY COME EASY GO

GETTIN' AROUND

3/3 each, post free.

I enclose £
Combination required

SMALL ORCHESTRA
FULL ORCHESTRA
TRIO
PIANO CONDUCTOR
EXTRA
PIANO SOLO 

.. 161- for 24 Numbers

1016 
61- 
816,,

NAMF

ADDRESS

. ht.nf. 18/1/41

The
House of

Hits

CAMPBELL 10 DENMARK ST.00NNELLy
pI WI .6CS. 32
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